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Benjie exits as
PRT revamps
IN A "slrcamlining" operation
announced last week, Pye
Records loses its chairman and
board of directors, 50 employees
and its West End headquarters.
But the company will continue
functioning as a record company
under its new name Precision
Records and Tapes (PRT), based
at its Mitcham plant and
distribution site, and under the
managing directorship of Derek
Honey who now reports directly
to the main board of ACC, its
parent company.
Louis Benjamin steps down as
chairman after 21 years with Pye
Records. He continues as head of
the Moss Empires theatre chain
and will "assume other
responsibilities in the group".
Also quitting the PRT board arc
Jack Gill (ACC chairman), legal
director Ellis Birk and Walter
Woyda who continues as
managing director of Precision
Video Ltd. ACC's group
financial controller Alan Cornish
becomes a director of PRT.
The 50-odd redundancies arc
mainly in the distribution area,
but include ten people at ACC
House in Great Cumberland
Place. The recording studio at
ACC House remains and PRT's
promotion staff will work from a
West End office yet to be found
THE CHART
ONE OF (he companies competing
for the new contract for the
BPI/A/ws/c Week/YlhC chart
— the market research
organisation RSGB — has pulled
out and at press time the magazine
Record Business was reconsidering
its position. The two other
contenders, British Market
Research Bureau and Gallup, will
make their presentations next
week. The enquiry into allegations
of fraudulent falsification of the
charts enters its fourth week this
week.
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IMPASSIONED AND hardhitting speeches from David
Fine and Ramon Lopez at
the first PolyGram sales
conference at Bournemouth
last week, hammered home
the group's intentions of
pulling through the recession
and emerging as "the
number one company".
The addresses and product
presentations were made under the
now familiar cloud of recent

redundancies (sec P4).
"Against the spectre of recession
and unemployment, we have been
guilty of accepting that our
performance must of necessity
follow the fortunes of our industry
and of the economy," stated David
Fine.
"Successful organisations manage
to prosper no matter how adverse
circumstances may be. We, in
common with our competitors, have
not supplied sufficient
professionalism to the record
industry.
"We have been guilty of blaming

Overtime ban affects
EMI distribution
EMI RECORDS and unions at the that there would be no
Hayes plant seem to be heading for a redundancies.
"The news of the proposed
showdown over the company's plans
to make 303 workers redundant in sackings came when the ink had
barely
dried on that agreement,"
November.
Informal talks between saysTheMurray.
also claim that the
management and unions, which companyunions
disregarded TUC
have been going on since the guidelines onhasredundancies,
1972
redundancy plans were announced Code of Practice, and athehouse
last month, appear to have been agreement covering selection,
fruitless and last week confederated
and compensation.
union convenor John Murray told volunteers
"We had hoped that the informal
Music Week that all overtime was discussions
have led to
being banned in distribution, tape agreement would
for the
manufacturing and Music for introduction allowing
of
work
sharing
Pleasure departments.
schemes, transfer of labour,
The ban, which will persist while elimination of the necessity for some
the redundancy threat remains, areas to be reliant on excessive
follows the management's "refusal overtime, and other arrangements
to call a hall to their requirements which would have minimised the
for excessive overtime working in scale of the proposed
many areas not directly affected by redundancies," adds Murray.
the proposed redundancies", says
A Thorn EMI spokesman told
Murray.
MW, at time of going to press, that
Murray added the unions had the management did not wish to
been "absolutely shocked" by the make any comment on the union
announcement of the redundancies statement, nor the position that
as it came shortly after five months negotiations have reached, until
of negotiations to draw up new after the meetings they were to have
with local and national tmion
working arrangements at Hayes,
including a management guarantee officials on Monday.

MCA joins the video disc market
CBS in the same way as MCA's been prepared for the Precision sales
By SIMON HILLS
MCA RECORDS will be marketing audio catalogue, according to MCA force to show to dealers, who will
International president Roy receive 30 per cent trade discount.
video discs next May after MCA
Feathcrstone who was present at the RRP of the cassettes is £29.95 for
Universal and Paramount pledged
signing.
But it will not alter CBS' the 2.000 series and £39.95 for the
support for Philips' VLP video disc
plans to market its own video 3,000 series.
system in Britain last week.
The cassettes are being marketed
Included in the catalogue will be software later this year, said
in a new form of packaging similar
Grease, Saturday Night Fever, The chairman Maurice Oberstein.
to
audio cassettes including a
Pilots
of
the
discs
will
be
pressed
Blues Brothers and the Abba Music
Show — currently topping the video at Philips' Blackburn factory next gatefold inlay card — with Precision
MD Walter Woyda saying that he is
month and the company is starting
cassette charts through Intervision.
keen for a standard video cassette
Retail price is expected to be to bring in new equipment and packaging.
recruit
staff
in
anticipation
of
the
between £16 and £19.
• Intervision Video is to rent all
full
launch
in
May
next
year.
The agreement was finalised
• Precision Video will be titles from Thorn EMI's 55-title
between MCA's Discovision
after negotiations between
president in America Jim Fiedler, distributing 13 major feature films catalogue
Intervision MD Mike Tenner and
Paramount senior vice-president next month from Lord Grade's 1TC marketing
director of the newlyfilm
and
television
company
—
Mel Harris and Philips VLP chief including Elton John's To Russia
formed Thorn EMI Video
Jimmy Dunkley. Discovision With Elton. Also included will be
Programmes, Philip Nugus. At the
markets software for the VLP
time Nugus has announced the
system in America where it carries Jesus Of Nazareth, issued on four same
expansion
of EMI's catalogue, to be
cassettes,
and
The
Muppet
Movie.
the Magnavox brand name.
launched
at Vidcom.
A
special
sampler
cassette
has
The discs will be sold through
Glt\ M87* Tlpshcet
12 ® Talent 1713• ®NewVidcom
see centre pagessingles
O Retailing
16 O
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says

others for our lack of achievement.
We have often blamed our Group
for failing to provide the repertoire
we sorely need, whereas our destiny
to a great extent is in our own
hands."
Fine outlined the responsibilities
of the re-formed PolyGram
commercial division.
"Our duly is to ensure that the
dealer feels he can relate to the
PolyGram commercial division,
which is undoubtedly the most
powerful in the entire industry. But
it must be seen to be highly effective.
"We want actions and not words.
We want simplicity and not
bureaucracy. We are restless in our
energies. We are determined in our
ambition and the executives of this
group are committed to develop the
TO PAGE FOUR

Fine
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DAVID FINE

Rumbelows expansion
Livcrmore is now revitalising the
AFTER HAVING drastically
reduced its record and (ape recorded music side of this chain's
business.
business in recent months, the
Rumbelows chain is planning to
will be buying all the records,
expand it again — increasing its and"Ithe
branches will order from
stock of titles about sixfold and us," he said.
expect to increase
almost doubling the number of (he number of"Ititles
about 250
branches selling records before or 300, in about 100 toshops
before
Christmas.
and if this proves to be
Colin Livcrmore, Rumbelows' Christmas;
a valuable part of our business, we
buyer for records, TV and video, could
told MW that the chain firmly shed year."double that by this time next
all its excess and unmoveable
To prove themselves a "valuable
record stock about a year ago. The
number of branches carrying part of business" records will need
records dropped to under 60, to bring in a total of around £10
selling only Top 50 LPs and million a year out of Rumbelows*
total of £150 million.
singles, and TV albums.
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Harbor sets up
Moves..
WINDSONG RECORD Exports
has moved to St Edmunds
Church, Cornwall Road,
Croydon, Surrey CRO 3RD. (Tel:
01-688 6836; telex 896218
Winds.).
TOPIC RECORDS moves on
September 29 to 50 Stroud Green
Road, London N4 3EF. (Tel: 01263 6403). The company will be
closed during the week
September 22 to 26 while the
move takes place.
ST PIERRE Publicity has moved
to London House, 266 Fulham
Road, London SW10 9EL (tel:
01-352 9350).
BARRY McCLOUD Enterprises
has relocated to c/o Flat 1, 1-12
Nevern Mansions, 27a Nevern
Square, London SW5. (Tel: 01552 1471).

Rondor International
presidency for Grace
BOB GRACE has been promoted to
the post of president of Rondor
Music International retaining his
„ Musical
position as managing director of
Rondor Music (London) and adding
iffP'Chairs
the new duties of heading A&M's
publishing arm in the world outside
North America.
Grace joined Rondor eight years
ago as general manager of the
U
London office after promotion
service with Pye and publishing jobs
succession to Lcn Beadle. Ware
with United Artists Music and
moves from Virgin Records where
Chrysalis Music, which he initiated.
he was director with responsibility
He became Rondor MD in 1977.
for legal and business affairs of the
Simultaneously, Lance Freed has
Virgin Group . . . Winston Lee is
been named president of
giving up his independent promotion
Almo/Irving Publishing in the US in
company to join A & A Record
charge of A&M's publishing
Marketing as head of promotion for
activities in North America. He and
the Ariola label.
Grace share jointly the
Jacquie Cambria, formerly with
responsibilities relinquished recently
GTO Records, has joined VCL as
by Chuck Kaye when he left to join
exports
coordinator . . . Alison
David Geffen's new organisation.
Wenham, formerly UK sales rep for
Parnote, to newly-created position
CBS SONGS International has of manager for advertising and
promotion
at Conifer, mainly
appointed James Ware as managing
director of April Music UK in responsible for classical product

Trident launches label
TRIDENT STUDIOS/Group has Carlin. Licensing deals are being
announced the launch of its label organised for international releases.
More releases are planned for
which will run in addition to its
existing interests, although the autumn with album releases
company says it intends to capitalise scheduled for Christmas. A
on its existing production and spokesman added that the label is
currently looking for new acts and
engineering talents.
The label Trident Records, will be that the roster is intended to be
headed by MD Peter Booth, with "very varied". The records will be
distribution through Stage One backed up by advertising and
Records. And it will use its sister promotional campaigns as well as
companies for mixing, marketing the videos.
and promotional videos through
• DIVERSION RECORDS is a new
Trilion.
First signings are Famous Names label spawned by Dingles Records
(formerly Wrilz) whose debut single specifically for non-folk product. It
for Trident, Holiday Romance, will be distributed by Spartan and
(TR001) is released this week. On the kicks off with the debut single by
same date the label releases Lisa The Breathers, Living In The Age
King's single. Can't Help Falling In (DIV 111). Dingles continues as a
folk label. Contact: Diversion
Love (TR002).
A publishing company, Tridisc Records, 322 Whitchurch Lane,
Canon's
Park, Edgwarc, Middx.
Music, has also been set up, and
publishing will also go through (Tel: 01 952 3551).

Montreux award
for Nimbus
By NICOLAS SOAMES
A BRITISH record company has
walked off with one of the four
awards Prix Mondiale du Disque de
Montreux in the face of stiff
competition from the major
companies.
And a second British independent
company was shortlisted from the
initial list of 500 titles.
The award went to Nimbus
Records for Satie's Socrate, sung by
Highes Cuenod accompanied by
Geoffrey Parsons (Nimbus 2104).
Other awards went more
predictably to DG's version of
Berg's Lulu, EMI's version of
Shostakovich's Lady Macbeth, and
Erato's version of Berlioz's La
Grande Messe des Morts.
The other British company named
was Lyrita, for the disc of Orchestral
Works by Coates.

m
A&M RECORDS chairman Jerry
Moss (centre) congratulates his two
publishing chiefs, Bob Grace (left)
and Lance Freed, following their
promotions in the Rondor and
Almo/Irving organisations.
from Erato, EMI Europe and Arion
. . . Simon Frodsham appointed US
product press officer for WEA UK,
from CBS Records . . . Freelance
journalist Lynn Smith appointed by
Barry McCloud Enterprises to
handle press promotion for its artists
and lours.
Diana Graham, formerly with
GTO Records London and CBS
International Paris, appointed
international repertoire co-ordinator
for Chappell International . . .
Denis Comper, chairman of CA
Audio Systems, manufacturers of
the Cadac range of studio mixing
consoles, and a director of Savile
Guest, has joined Richard
Sweltenham Associates.

video service
HARBOR RECORDS has set up a
subsidiary company offering video
and audio tape copying called HTS
(Harbor Tape Services).
The video studio has six VHS, two
Betamax and two U-Matic video
tape recorders and two Sony
Triniton monitors which arc all
interchangeable — and HTS can
provide any copy from any master
except Philips.
In the audio studio, it can copy
from disc to cassette, cassette to
cassette, disc to reel and any
combinations. There are also
facilities for equalising and editing
tape so the customer will have an
equalised master to go to cutting.
"Duplication is not a new service,
but it is often underestimated," said
John Schroeder of HTS. "It often
isn't a proper service and we've tried
to give it that image and offer a
personal service that you don't often
get today. We also offer a 24-hour
turnaround."
HTS is also starling up a service to
produce low-budget videos for new
bands seeking a deal. The idea
followed from Harbor trying a pilot
for one of its own acts.

Four point plan for BVA
paying the larger amount;
FOLLOWING THE British Video
Association's controversial in- • They will ask for clarification of
augural meeting, independent video the voting procedure with the
suggestion that each member has 12
producers and distributors held their
own informal meeting last week — votes.
EMI Video Programmes Video
resulting in a "list of suggestions" to
Production Division MD Donald
be taken to temporary chairman
Maclean,
Intervision co-MD Mike
Maurice Oberstein, and an
agreement on their own nominations Tenner and Bruce Higham of
Captain Video should put the points
for the 12-man council.
to Oberstein this week.
The list includes four main points:
It was agreed that the suggested
• That there is a two week period
nominees
would represent a crossafter Vidcom for nominations to be
section of all the video industry's
handed in;
• That a list of all nominations facets including film, television,
should be circulated with brief production and distribution as well
biographies and a further two weeks as legal problems.
should be set aside for this;
• That the membership fee — £500 • Anyone still wishing to join the
in total — should be accepted with a BVA or want to send in nominations
down payment of £100, with the rest should contact Garry Pownall at
to follow, as smaller companies EMI Video Programmes. Tel: 01 437
might have problems with cash flow 8651.

The theme from ITV's THE BIG MATCH'
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With a head start of millions of viewers (and listeners!) every
week, it's bound to score in a big way.
Try scoring yourself!
Enter the 'spot our ball' competition.
Just mark where you think the ball is in the
picture on the left and send it with the coupon to the
address below. First prize is an Adidas Match Ball
;igned by Brian Moore and Jeff Wayne plus a smart
Adidas travel bag.
)
adidas ^
Order from CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 215S.
CBS Disiribuiion Centre, Barlbv Road. London W10 EPC 8
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PolyGram

Quo, Straits and

Sv - V

sales conference
THE FIRST sales conference
bringing
together
Phonogram, Polydor and
newly-acquired Decca
Records under the
umbrella of parent
company PolyGram
Record Operations was
held in Bournemouth last
week. Music Week news
editor JIM EVANS was
there and on this page
(and P4) brings you all the
conference news.
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Phonogram hopes
THREE OF Phonogram's mosl
important releases of the year were
announced at the PolyGram
conference by senior product
manager Alan Phillips — new
albums from Status Quo, Dire
Straits and Thin Lizzy.
The Lizzy campaign started on
September 19 with the release of a
new single, Killer On The Loose,
backed with rock press ads. The
album, Chinatown, is released on
October 3 with extensive advertising
and 500 window displays. It will also
be featured (along with the new Quo
and Straits albums) in the
Woolworths Record department
booklet which has a print run of
4,000,000.
Two weeks later comes Status
Quo's new LP, Just -Supposin'. A
single. What You're Proposing', is
released on October 3. Point of sale
material for the Quo LP will be
based on the rocket and diver
designs incorporated in the album
sleeve. Five hundred window
displays are planned and press ads
will include Motorcycle News as well
as the music press. A joint
advertisement with Our Price
Records will appear in Sounds and

there will be flyposting in London,
Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds
and Liverpool.
On October 24, with a
simultaneous release in all major
territories, Phonogram UK issues
the new album from Dire Straits.
Entitled Making Movies, it was
produced by Jimmy lovene who has
producer Bruce Springsteen; Tom
Petty and Graham Parker.
BBC Television will be screening a
55-minute documentary on the band
later this year, while one of the
tracks from the LP will be featured
in the film Heavy Metal which goes
on general release soon. Press ads
will include Music Week, NME,
MM, Time Out and The Guardian.
Again, 500 window displays are
planned and the band plays a 20date UK tour through September.
Other upcoming album releases
from Phonogram include Chipmunk
Punk — which has sold over 200,000
copies in the States, a new Peter
Skellern album, Still Magic and the
debut LP from The Teardrop
Explodes entitled Kilimanjaro. On
the De-Lite label there will be
albums from Kool & The Gang and
Coffee.

Reflections aimed to
top mid-price league
PRODUCT MANAGER Leon Campadclli said at the PolyGram
conference that it is Phonogram's intention to make Reflections "the
number one mid-price series, offering the record buyer the very best in
artists, packaging and quality at a price they can afford".
Initial releases in the series include the first ever mid-price albums
from Nana Mouskouri, Peters & Lee and Demis Roussos. A
forthcoming Platters album, Encore of Golden Hits featuring all the
group's UK and US hits, is planned.
Also on mid-price, though not in the Reflections series, is Living
Legends, a heavy metal compilation featuring tracks from Status
Quo, Thin Lizzy, Black Sabbath, Rush and Def Leppard. It was
described by Campadelli as "the strongest heavy metal offering the
market has seen this year — and at mid price".
Rocket's autumn plans
A new Lambrettas' single is
ELTON JOHN will be louring the
UK in the early part of next year to planned for October 31 release and
lie in with a new album release — an album will follow in early 1981 to
four years on from the Wembley coincide with an extensive tour. A
concert when he announced his Judie Tzuke album, already half
recorded, will be released in March
retirement from live appearances.
In her presentation at the or April next year.
PolyGram conference, Rocket's
head of A & R, Sally Atkins added:
"With an eye to the Christmas Wilkins' tip
market, we still consider 21 At 33 to
Phonogram's tape
be a current album and there are ROY WILKINS,
manager, talked at the
several projects lined up to promote marketing
PolyGram
conference
of the growth
the album, including national press
coverage focusing on the American of sales of blank tape over the years
and what Phonogram could do as a
tour and a TV special on 1TV."
And Atkins presented three new company within the industry to
signings to Rocket: Belgian singer Jo make the pre-recorded cassette more
Lemaire and her band Flouzc; four- attractive. As a possible sales boost,
piece band Arrogant who debut with Wilkins suggested that cassettes
the single Ego; 3 Minutes who debut could be released before the LP
equivalent became available.
with the single Automatic Kids.
Classic singles collection
CLASSIC CUTS — The Music That Time Forgot is the banner under
which a collection of 15 singles are released by Phonogram on October
10. The singles (dealer price 70p) feature such artists as The Allisons,
Susan Maughan, Roger Miller, Walker Bros., Dave Dee, Dozcy,
Beaky, Mick & Tich, Esther and Abi Ofarim, Dusty Springfield and
The Shangri-Las.
Three thousand posters and stickers have been produced lor
dealers and 1,500 special albums with introduction to the tracks by
Kenny Everett are available for in-storc promotions. Advertising is
expected to include the popular consumer press.

THE SMALL British label PRE Records has snapped up product from the San
Francisco-based Ralph Records for release in the UK via Charisma which
markets PRE. First release under the deal will be a six-track "single" by
enigmatic band The Residents, called The Residents Commercial Single (PRE
9), on October 3 followed by an album (PR EX 2) on October 10. Apart from a
single licensed through Virgin, The Residents' records have previously only
been available here on import and the band members' identities are supposedly
unknown — even to the label chief.
Another release from Ralph is a single by the band Tuxedo Moon, Dark
Companion on October 17. Ralph's managing director Jay Crem flew to
London to sign the deal and is pictured (second left) with Charisma MD Brian
Gibbon (left), Richard Bulchins (PRE Records), Mike Allen (Charisma A&R
manager) and Mike Walts (Charisma marketing manager).

Decca wants mare pop
THE DECCA presentation to the
PolyGram sales force was preceded
by a policy statement from John
Preston, the newly-appointed
general manager of Decca's pop
repertoire marketing department.
He emphasised Decca's intention to
enlarge the roster by signing "half a
dozen more contemporary acts"
following the success enjoyed by
new signings Splodgenessabounds
and the Mo-deltes. Preston added
that Decca looks forward to being
"fully integrated into the PolyGram
operation," and that it was "fiercely
proud and aggressively confident
about the future".
Decca's product manager Keith
Bennett presented albums from the
new mid-price T.A.B. series by such
artists as the Rolling Stones, Tom
Jones, Vera Lynn, Jacques Loussier
and Benny Goodman. Further
product in this series can be expected
from Engelbert Humperdinck, Alan

Price, Charlie Kunz, Ten Years
After and Marianne Faithfull.
Bennett also expressed high
expectations for Christmas for the
Worzel Gummidge Sings LP
featuring Jon Pertwec as the "muchloved TV character". The album
will co-incide with a new TV
networked series and a full dealer
display campaign will be mounted.
It was also revealed that, in
addition to the new Moody Blues
album which is currently nearing
completion and the Justin Hayward
solo LP which was recently in the
charts, John Lodge has been
working on a solo project and
debuts with a single, Street Cafe.
Decca's presentation concluded
with extracts from the new Modettes LP, The Story So Far, to be
released in November. The band will
tour extensively in October and
November.
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PolyGram sales conference news — from page three
£2m TV budget
Big name line-up in strong
for K-tel IPs
K-TEL HAS allocated a TV Gibson Brothers, Roxy Music
promotion budget of £2 million and Darts among others and
to boost its star-studded prc- containing a leisure shirts offer
Christmas collection of releases. and a trail bike prize competition
Featured among the latter arc organised in conjunction with
Gladys Knight, Elton John, Elvis. the Kpwasaki bike firm, went
Presley, Jim Reeves, Charles national this week.
Aznavour, Three Degrees and
Gladys Knight and the Pips
Cilia Black.
on screen with their Touch
Also included is Mastcrworks, went
Of
LP (NE 1090, £5.25)
described as ''An electronic fromLoveMonday
in Granada,
adventure into the world of Thames and ATV areas
a
classics", comprising works by national roll-out. Cilia before
Black's
Grieg, Richard Strauss, Especially For You (ONE 1085,
Beethoven, Mozart, Ravel, £4.99) began in the ATV region,
Borodin, Bizet, Rimsky- and rolls out this week.
Korsakov and Tchaikovsky
Gold by Three Degrees (NE
played on synthesizers.
1089/Ariola 3DZ, £4.99) is
Producers Jeff Jarratt and currently
being promoted in
Don Rccdman, closely involved
territory, with a
in K-tcPs internationally Granada
national
roll-out
next week, and
successful Classic Rock series, Country Gentleman
Jim
also participated in the Reeves (NE 1088, by£4.99)
synthesizer playing, as did completes its Granada stint this
Francis Monkman of Sky, with
followed by ATV next
support from his percussionist week,
week, and a projected national
colleague Tristan Fry. The Royal roil-out
in October.
Choral Society and St. Paul's
The Very Best Of Elton
Cathedral Choir are also heard in John
(NE 1094, £5,25) goes
the album.
from mid-October, and
K-tel's Love album (NE 1092, national
the
Masterworks
(ONE
£5.25), whose stars include Rod 1093, £5.49) beginsalbum
on
Stewart, Commodores, Judie October 13 beforeinaAnglia
national
Tzuke, Diana Ross, Johnny roll-out.
Mathis and Deniece Williams,
Inspiration by Elvis Presley
Cliff Richard and Abba, was
promoted in the Westward and (NE 1101, £5.49) goes national
Harlech TV areas from Monday from November 3, and His
this week, and rolls out Greatest Love Songs by
Charles Aznavour (NE 1078,
nationally next month.
Mounting Excitement (NE £4,99). will be promoted in
1091, £5.25), featuring Sheena Thames, Southern and ATV
Easton, Hot Chocolate, the areas from the same date.
UK TV promotion for Irish folk LP
From PAT PRETTY
DUBLIN: Another Feast Of Irish Folk, PolyGram's hit album here this past
summer, will be promoted in the UK with commercials in the Granada, Tyne
Tees, Scottish and Ulster TV areas from Monday (22).
Compiled by PolyGram Ireland managing director John Woods from folk
material from PolyGram and other company labels, the album's artists include
The Dubliners, the Bothy Band, Jimmy Crawley, Christy Moore, Dc Danaan
and the Wolfe Tones.
MCPS blacks Jacksons Triumph import
THE JACKSONS' album Triumph (CBS) is the subject of an import ban by
the Mechanical Copyright Society imposed at the request of Carlin Music.
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campaigns from
THE JAM, Sham 69, Marti Webb, Rainbow and Mike
Berry are just some of the artists who feature in Polydor's
varied and strong autumn campaign.
Rainbow, who have re-signed to Polydor on a longterm basis, release the album Difficult to Cure in
November. Former Rainbow drummer Cozy Powell has
also signed to the label and an album is planned in the
near future.
Also on the heavy metal front, Polydor is releasing the
Monsters Of Rock LP recorded live at the recent Castle
Donington festival, produced by Roger Glover and
featuring Rainbow, Scorpions, Saxon, April Wine,
Touch and Riot.
A new Jam album, Sound Affects, will coincide with
the band's upcoming tour, while a Sham 69 compilation
album is also scheduled. Guitarist Albert Lee has signed
to the label and has a debut solo album out shortly.
A new Marti Webb project album, I Won't Change

Polydor

Places, will coincide with a TV special. Her last album,
Tell Me On A Sunday, is approaching platinum status.
Mike Berry's album, Sunshine Of Your Smile is released
in November.
The Passions, previously with Fiction Records, have
now signed direct to Polydor and a single is released next
month. From EG, there will be the debut album from
Killing Joke.
In the Double Back series, featured artists include Eric
Clapton, Barclay James Harvest, King Crimson and
Millie Jackson.
Looking towards the children's market, Polydor is to
market and sell Snoopy Records, both in single and
cassette forms. Joint promotions with the Daily Mail and
the Observer — newspapers that run the cartoon series —
are being discussed. And shortly to be released is Captain
Beaky Volume II featuring Noel Edmonds and Penelope
Keith.

Jobs lost in restructuring
"IN THE last few days we have employment. These changes have
been carried out humanely and
completed the new structure of the
before rumours could circulate. The
commercial division of PolyGram
terms are the best ever. These things
Record Operations," stated Ramon
I opez in his welcoming letter to are never painless and such decisions
are never made overnight."
delegates at the PolyGram
Toos Tookarz and Barry Griffiths
Bournemouth conference.
"This structure now encompasses remain managers of import and
all direct selling activities in the UK. export respectively. National
In arriving at the new structure a accounts and national sales manager
number of selling activities have is Martin Adams.
"Display continues to be led by
been consolidated which,
regretfully, has led to a reduction of the very effective Barry Barnes,"
continued Swan, "and will become
personnel."
Redundancies, which came as a ever more closely allied with direct
surprise to the majority of the sales of records.
"Catalogue sales, a new position,
delegates, affect the sales team and
include: Vic Dawes, Gary Howells, will be headed by Ralph Smedley. A
Mike Thomas, Tom Johnson, major part of our strategy is to
George Wishart, Jack Finlay, Fred develop our catalogue sales both in
Haggar, George Page and Barry classical and popular music."
Halse.
Lopez added: "It is essential that
Dr Hook sign up
we do not allow unhappy events —
DR HOOK has signed to Mercury
sometimes unavoidable in the
conduct of any business — to cloud for the world, and Phonogram will
our vision of the future and
be rush-releasing a new album here
in November along with a single.
compromise the attainment of our
Also signed to Phonogram are Tom
objectives."
Robinson's Sector 27, and their first
In his opening address, recently
appointed commercial director Clive single for the label will be out next
Swan, in announcing changes in the
month. The long-awaited new Steve
Miller album will be released in
sales operation, slated: "Inevitably
November.
some people have left PolyGram's
II
Baird: "TV market growing
"THE TELEVISION market is a growth market," stated Brian Baird as he
introduced PolyGram's future TV advertised albums. "I estimate that between
now and December there will be some 46 albums advertised on television."
Stressing that their campaigns would be on a regular basis and not "just one
or two a year", Baird added that he had a number of "blockbusters" lined up
for November featuring the Rolling Stones and Siade.
September TV albums arc I Am Woman, Feast Of Irish Folk and Country
Round-Up. October sees the release of The Hollies Sing Buddy Holly which
will also he hacked with a radio ad campaign. Also next month comes It Ain't
Me Babe, a 16-lrack compilation of well known artists singing Bob Dylan
songs, including The Byrds, Joan Bacz, Brian Ferry and Johnny Cash.
Other TV product outlined by Baird: The Hitmakers, featuring Rod
Stewart, Peter Gabriel, Elton John and Jean Michel Jarre, and a James Last
album. Classics For Dreaming.
David Fine.
efficiency, credibility, the image of a
true music group."
Fine also spoke on the need for
creativity.
"This is not a small country," he
stated, "Why are we forever looking
at the United States? There arc 55
million people in Britain. It's a
springboard to Europe. Why can't
we achieve greatness in our own
right? Why must we seek product
and inspiration elsewhere? Let us
take advantage of the creativity that
has always been present in this
country.
"So our message is positive. It is
with certainty that I stand before
you today with commitment and
conviction that the PolyGram group

.FROM PAGE ONE
will be without fear or favour the
giant of the British record
industry."
Closing the two day conference,
Ramon Lopez stressed that the
conference's theme of Number One
was not "a trick to boost your
morale. It is a firm objective and we
are fully committed,"
Having said that PolyGram was
committed to a multi-label
approach, thus ensuring the
continuation of Polydor,
Phonogram and Decca as separate
labels and as separate profit-centres,
Lopez concluded: "The ingredients
are there. We have to fire the gun
and aim it well, working all together
as a team."

Charisma
FILM SOUNDTRACK albums are
one of the main features of RSO's
autumn schedule. Promotion
continues on Fame, now showing
across the country and further
singles are to be taken from it. The
double-album soundtrack from
Times Square includes tracks from
The Pretenders, Joe Jackson,
Talking Heads, Roxy Music, XTC
and Gary Numan. The Robert
Stigwood produced movie,
distributed for the first time through
GMI Films, premieres in London in
December.
A new Eric Clapton studio album
is scheduled for the New Year, while
The Bee Gees are currently In the
studio working on their next and
The Best Of Andy Gibb will be out
before Christmas.
On Dreamland — which goes
through RSO — a new Suzi Quatro
album, Rock Hard, is scheduled for
UK releases in mid-October. The
title track has just been put out as a
single.
A Pauline Murray (exPenetration) album is released in
mid-October to coincide with the
Girls Night Out Tour with John
Cooper Clarke.
1]
HEADING CHARISMA'S autumn
schedule is the new Monty Python
LP, the Contractual Obligation
Album (CAS 1152), released on
October 3. A single, I Like Chinese,
is released on September 26. An
extensive ad campaign will include
TV advertising, national and
specialist newspaper ads and British
Rail and London Transport posters.
Following an agreement between
Charisma Records, Monty Python
Film Productions Ltd. and Brent
Walker, Monty Python And The
Holy Grail is to be made available as
a video film. Full details will be
announced shortly. Charisma plans
to re-promote the soundtrack album
to coincide with the video release.
Also upcoming from Charisma is
the album Lark Rise To Candlcford
(CDS 4020), based on Flora
Thompson's vivid account of
English rural life, it features the
Albion Band, Martin Carthy,
Shirley Collins, Brian Prothcroc and
members of the National Theatre.
Full campaign details will be
announced before the release dale
on November 14.
Charisma will also be rcpromoting
the Vivian Stanshall album, Sir
Henry At Rawlinson End (CAS
1139), to coincide with the release of
the film of the same title.
Meanwhile, a new Stanshall single,
Terry Keeps His Clips On, has just
been released.
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PAULINE MURRAY AND THE INVISIBLE GIRLS
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THE TOUR
GIRLS NIGHTS OUT'
PAULINE MURRAY
JOHN COOPER CLARKE
THE INVISIBLE GIRLS
OCTOBER
2-GLASGOW UNIVERSITY-SOLD OUT
3-DUNDEE UNIVERSITY-SOLD OUT
4-NEWCASTLE CITY HALL
5-MANCHESTER APOLLO
7-LEEDS POLYTECHNIC
8-BlRMlNGHAM ODEON
9-LONDON LYCEUM
10-KENT UNIVERSITY CANTERBURY
11-AYLESBURY FRIARS

smmi i?wi
DAVID HAMILTON'S SINGLE OF THE WEEK
MY OLD PIANO - Diana Ross
DAVID HAMILTON'S ALBUM OF THE WEEK
THE VERY BEST OF DON McLEAN
(United AitislsUAG303U)
CAPITAL: PEOPLE'S CHOICE
PARTY LIGHTS - Gap Band
CLVDE: CURRENT CHOICE
LET ME TALK - Earlli Wind & Firo
DOWNTOWN: MUSIC MOVER
FORTH: STATION HIT
RUN TO ME — Smokle
LUXEMBOURG: POWERPLAV
WOMAN IN LOVE - Barbra Streisand
BBC SCOTLAND; SINGLE OF THE WEEK
MY OLD PIANO - Diana Ross
PENNINE: PENNINE PIC
LIES — Manfred Mann's Earth Band
MANX ALBUM OF THE WEEK
THE VERY BEST OF DON McLEAN
(United Artists UAG 303141
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Listings exclude last week's Top 40
AFTER THE FIRE Love Will Always . . . Epic EPC 8942 (C)
AIR SUPPLY All Out Of Love Arista ARIST 362 IF)
AlPERT, HERB Red Hot A&M AMS 7557 ICI
ARMATRADING, JOAN All The Way From . . . A&M AMS 7552 (Cl
ASHFORD/SIMPSON Love Don't Make . . . WBK 17679 (W)
BAD MANNERS Special Brew Magnet MAG 180 (A)
BENSON, GEORGE Love X Love Warner Brothers K17699 IW)
Warner Brothers K 17682 (W)
BOONE, DEBBY Free To Be
BLACK SLATE Amigo Ensign ENY 42 (F)
BROTHERS JOHNSON Treasure A&M AMS 7561 (C)
M
CHS 2452(F)
BENATAR, PAT Hit Me
BLUES BAND Find Yourself Another Fool BOOT 3 (F)
CARTER/EDMUNDS Baby Ride Easy F-Beat XX8 (W)
CHALLENOR, JACKIE Back On My Feet Again WEA K 18330 (W1
CHARLES, TINA Turn Back . . . Polydor POSP 162 (F)
CHOCOLATE MILK I'm Your Radio RCA PB 2030 (R)
u
CLIFFORD, LINDA Red Light RSO 64 IF)
CLOUT Portable Radio EMI 5099(E)
CAMPBELL, SHARON You Pick Me Up RCA 6 (R)
:■ H-rri
CARTER, LYNDA The Last Song MotownTMG 1207 (E)
CROSS, CHRIS Sailing Warner Brothers K17695 (W)
DALTREY, ROGER Without Your Love Polydor POSP 181 (F)
DARTS Peaches Magnet MAG 179 (A)
DELIVERANCE Leaving L.A. Epic EPC 8904 (C)
DE VAUGHN, WILLIAM Be Thankful. . . EMI 5101 (E)
DETROIT SPINNERS Split Decision Atlantic K 11558 (W)
DICKSON, BARBARA It's Really You Epic EPC 8838 (C)
DIRT BAND Make A Little Magic United Artists UP 631 (E)
DOOLEYS Body Language GTOGT 276(C)
DR. HOOK Years From Now Capitol CL 16154 (E)
DR. FEELGOOD No No Yakamo UA BP366 (E)
H
DUMMIES Didn't You Cheapskate CHEAP 3 (R)
DEE ANNE Private number WEA K18328 (W)
DELLS I Touched A Dream TC 2463 (R)
EARTH WIND & FIRE Let Me Talk CBS 8982(C)
EXPRESSOS By Tonight WEA K 18336 (W)
FLACK, ROBERTA Don't Make Me Wait. . . Atlantic K 11555 (W)
FORBERT, STEVE Get Well Soon Epic EPC 8995 (C)
FREELANCER All The Time In The World RCA PB 5277 (R)
FLOYD, EDDIE The Beat Song l-Spy SEE 9 (F)
GALLAGHER AND LYLE On The Breadline Mercury MER33(FI
TjENESlS Misunderstanding Charisma CB 369 (F)
GIBSON BROTHERS Metropolis Island WIP6640(E)
"GINGlSljlindDate Eagle ERS 001 IP)
"GLITTER, GARY Gary Glitter EP GTO GT 282 (C)
MAHAMTLARRY One In A Million You W.B. K 17685 (W)
GAPBAND Party Lights Mercury MER 37 (F)
"HALUOATESTou've Lost That Loving Feeling RCA 1 !R)
DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A - Py.7c - CBS. W - WEA. E - EMI, F -
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Listings exclude last week's Top 40
HAYWARD, JUSTIN Nearer To You Decca F 13895 (F)
i
M
•
•
HEEBEEGEEBEES Meaningless Songs Original AB 02 (SO)
1.
r
■ l|
...., r
■
HOLLIES Heartbeat PolvdorPOSP 175(F)
|
•
•
•j
_
■ H 1
HIGH SUUItl Y 1 Never Go Out In The Rain Eagle ERS 002 IP)
(.,]• _ •
-i
-;
1
INMATES So Much In Love Radar ADA 59 (W)
i
j
•<
JACKSON, JERMAINE You're Supposed . .. Motown TMG 1201 (E)
•
1
•l
•
JOHN. ROBERT Hey There Lonely Girl EMI EA 116 IE)
!
•
KALVIK, FINN On The Run Epic EPC 8839 IC)
|
KN0BL0CK. FRED Why Not Me Scotti K 11556 (W)
1 1
! • 1•
KENNY, GERARD Maggie RCA 3 (R)
.j S
j
LAINE, DENNY Say You . . ./Go Now Scratch HS 405 (A)
1!
•i ^
r
1
, T
LARSEN-FEITEN BAND Who'll Be The . . , Warner Bros. K 17686 (W): ;
r1
1
'
LEE, JOHNNY Lookin' For Love Full Moon/Asjylum K 79153 (W|
_ ,? . •
!
•
i
•
LTD Shine On A&M AMS 7555 (C)
1 j
•
•i •
•
MAN TRAN Nothing You Can Do . . . Atlantic K 11606 (W)
! •
McCARTNEY, PAUL Temporary Secretary Parlophone 12R 6039 (E)
• •
T |
MITCHELL/C0E MYSTERIES Something . , . RCA PB 5284 IR)
•
••
MOTELS Whose Problem Capitol CL 16162 (El
4■ '
• • • •
MATCHBOX When You Ask About Love Magnet MAG 191 (A)
i
-!
•
NILSSON, HARRY I Don't Need You Mercury MER 40 (F)
| •
N0AKES, RAB 1 Can't Get Enough Of You MCA 641 (C)
■
| •
1 ••
•
NOLANS Gotta Pull Myself Together Epic EPC 8878 (C)
|
1
i 1 •
•
0LDFIELD, MIKE Arrival Virgin VS 374 (Cl
1 1
OLDFIELD, SALLY Mandala Bronze BRO 104(E)
i
•
•
•
0'JAYS Girls Don't. . . T.S.O.P. PIR8928ICI
• • •
•
••
O'SULLIVAN, GILBERT What's in A Kiss CBS 8929 IC)
•
•
•o
•
PALMER, ROBERT Johnny & Mary Island WIP 6638 (El
•
•••
i.
•
POLICE Don't Stand So Close To Me A&M AMS 7564 (C)
•
PRELUDE Trick Of The Light EMI 5090(E)
,
0. TIPS A Man Can't Lose Chrysalis CHS 2456 (F)
i —- -- •
RAH BAND Falcon DJM DJS 10954 IC)
i
•
R0CKPILE Wrong Way F. Beat XX9 (W)
i
•
.
ROLLING STONES She's So Cold Rolling Stones RSR 106 IE)
1
i
1
i . |
•■
SAD CAFE La Di Da RCA SAD 5 IR)
i
•
SAYER, LEO Once In A While Chrysalis CHS 2460 IF)
4
i- •
•
SHADOWS EquinoxeV Polydor POSP 148 IF)
i
«
« •
• •
SHOWADDYWADDY Why Do Lovers . . . Arista ARIST 359 IF)
•
•
SIMON, PAUL Late In The Evening Warner Brothers K 17666 IW)
:
4
•
i
•
•j LJ
SPECIALS International Jet Set 2Tone CHSTT13 IF)
«
•J
J
STREISAND, BARBRA Woman in Love CBS 8966 (C)
•
STYLISTICS Hurry Up , . . Philadelphia PIR 8907 (C)
SUMMER. DONNA The Wanderer Warner Brothers K 79180 (W)
«
!
i
SYREETA He's Gone Motown TMG 1200 IE)
a
|
SCOTT, JACQUI Baby Hold On CBS 8973 (C)
1
1
1
SMOKIE Run To Me RAK321 (E)
i
SHARPE ROCKY/REPLAYS You're The One Chiswick CHIS 134 (SP)
• i
TEARDROP EXPLODES When I Dream Mercury TEAR 1 (F)
1
i
TOWNSHEND, PETE Keep On Working Atco K11609 (W)
|
«
1
U2 A Day Without Me Island
j
1
VAPORS Waiting For The Weekend UA BP 367 IE)
j - ■ Tr
j
YIP'S The Quarter Moon Gems 39 IR)
1 1
.
1
WARWICK, DIONNE No Night So Long Arista ARIST 356 IF)
•
.
j t |
i !
WEBB, MARTI You Ears Should . . . Polydor POSP 166 IF)
I! i
' 1 i
.
YELLOW MAGIC ORCH. Behind The Mask A&M AMS 7559 ICI
i
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Witchcraft want a

ft

Fisher is fishing

manager with vision
for artists
IN HIS capacity as general
manager of its music
division. Bob Fisher is
looking to add more artists
to the BBJ group of labels.
In addition to Peach River, the
company also has the Left Luggage
label, specifically designed to handle
•one-off product and having
already opened negotiations with
sevcrai American and European
labels. Fisher is keen to hear as much
UK product as possible.
"As a newly-formed company, 1
do not want us to miss anything that
could be interesting," he says. "My
ears are open and listening to
material is what I'm here tor. Too
many executives in the industry have
become cynical about demos and
about catching live gigs. Wc won't
inherit that syndrome.
"1 don't want to be specific about

A

styles even at this stage — we are
open to consider anything. I still
have a strong commitment to blackoriented product and dance music
area so I intend to pursue that field
particularly with American and
European independents."
The structure of B B .1
International is such that the
company will also be representing
artists contracted to other labels and
arc active in negotiating licensing
deals for artists and labels with other
companies.
Fisher hopes that the joint
BBJ/Campbell Connelly publishing
company, BBJ-Connelly, will be run
not solely as an outlet for the parent
advertising agency's jingles and BBJ
label artists but also as a company
active in all the areas of publishing.
CONTACT: Bob Fisher or Dee
Hobden, BBJ inlernalionul, 10-12
Carlisle Street, London \V1. (01)734
4000.

'Christmas hit' available
ALAN JACKSON of Al-Tone Music Associates, feels he's got a
single (hat has the appeal and potential of a Christmas success and
would like to hear from interested labels.
The Dolly Parton song. Me & Little Andy, has been recorded by
Samantha, the nine-year old daughter of his partner Tony Hayes. In
the rough mix Tipsheet heard, Samantha's little-girl voice has charm
and the song has been given a Christmas flavour complete with sleigh
bells.
CONTACT: Alan Jackson, Al-Tone Music Associates, 5 Coventry
Close, Hawthorn Park, St rood, Kent. (0634) 723217.

1

ft
BARBARA SEXTON
Sexton is
seeking
songs
"Barbara Sexton is looking for
amazing songs to record for
release on one of two major
labels that have offered deals.
Until now she's been keeping herself
quite busy appearing in such as
Jesus Christ Superstar, Tony
Hatch's Rock Nativity and doing
vocal back-ups on numerous
tours with major artists.
But she tells Tipsheet, she's now
involved in a band project that
has film as well as record deals
under way.
Her voice she describes as "black",
and says she sings in a
Joplin/Tina Turner style with a
three octave range, and wants to
find some songs ' 'like Dan
Hill "s Sometimes When We
Touch or Slay With Me Baby'
Contact her producer, Trevor Jones,
.K.O. Productions (01) 629 0392.

WITCHCRAFT IS a band looking
for a manager or as their mentor,
Mike Oberman says, "someone with
the vision who can see the talent and
potential and together with the
band, record company, publisher,
agency and myself can work as a
team to ensure success."
The band has been working since
April but it is not your usual 'throw
everything in the back of the van'
group. Their sizeable equipment,
four man crew, sound engineer,
quality P.A., etc. rules out the
lightly-packed London pub circuit.
They have available a fine demo
cassette, recorded we arc told, in a
garden shed with the summer house
as a control room and with no
overdubs. Their market might
eventually be America, Japan and
Germany as they make a big sound a
la Genesis, Yes and Floyd.
"I believe,-they have the potential
of a .'ten year band'," says

Oberman, "especially as groups like
Floyd and Genesis will probably
stop gigging soon and there is room
for fresh blood to replace them."
CONTACT: Mike Oberman, The
Point. 9 Eccleslon Street, Victoria,
London, SWI (01) 730 8391.
Random girl plea
DAVE FERGUSON (keyboards)
and Pete Phipps (drums) are
reforming their band. Random
Hold, and arc looking for a girl
vocalist.
Having recently added a new
bassist and guitarist to the line up,
they are anxious to begin intensive
rehearsals on new material.
CONTACT: Hit , & Run Music,
55-59 Shaftesbury Avenue, London
Wl or contact Chris Warren on (01)
439 8451.

Heavy metal chance
HEAVY METAL Records, the Birmingham independent label, is looking for
strong 'A' side hit masters.
Explain^ Paul Birch: "In particular wc are looking for very fast and very
heavy rock, along the lines of Motorhead with the emphasis on a hit song."
They are also interested to hear from foreign labels and publishers who are
interested in (heir The Handsome Beasts whose first release All Riot Now, on
Heavy Metal Records has been in and out of the charts for the past three
months, having reached No.l in Sounds' Xheavy metal listings.
"Get in touch with us both on enquiries on the Beasts and with the view to
place masters for UK release," says Birch.
CONTACT: Paul Birch, Heavy Metal Records, 165 Wolverhampton Road,
Sedgley, Dudley. (09073)2211/3356.

RON GOODWIN'S
are

"DRAKE 400"
Orchestral Suite
The Eddystone Seascape - Song of the Mewstone
■ Hornpipe, The Barbican - The Hoe on a Summer Night - March,
Plymouth Sound - Reprise The Eddystone seascape

0

RON GOODWIN conducts
THE BOURNEMOUTH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

4,
m
A DIGITAL RECORDING
ABRD 1014 0 ABTD 1014

plus selected concert items and film themes:
PRELUDE from BEAUTY AND THE BEAST ■
CANDLESHOE ■ AMAZING GRACE • FESTIVAL TIME ■
FORCE 10 FROM NAVARONE ■ MINUET IN BLUE ■
THE SPACEMAN AND KING ARTHUR ■
THE GIRL WITH MISTY EYES ■ AULD LANG SYNE
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE
Only £4.99 until December 31st 1980, then £5.99
The colour and turbulence of the sea and the nautical atmosphere of
the great port of Plymouth are excitingly created In Ron Goodwins new
DRAKE 400 - an orchestral suite specially commissioned by Plymouth
City Council to commemorate the 400th Anniversaiy of Sir Francis
Drake's circumnavigation of the Globe in 1580, and sponsored bv
Plymouth Sound Radio Station.
Ron Goodwin, a native of Plymouth, will conduct the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra in the first concert performance of his Suite on
September 24th, as part of tills Summer's "Drake 400" festivities tn
Plymouth.
The album also Includes an attractive programme of Ron Goodwin film
scores and arrangements. Hear (he Bournemouth Ssmphonv
Orchestra In this spectacular Digital adventure'

Chandos
THE HALLMARK OF QUALITY
CHANDOS RECORDS LTD. 41 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H0AH,
Tel; 01-437 1448/5.512 Recall and Trade Distribution Tel; 062 183 728
Trade Distribution also by:Lugton &. Co., London, Tel: 01-348 0122/9129
H.R. Taylor Ltd.. Birminitham, Tel; 021-622 2377-9
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New look

Noone

bounces

News in brief...

back with The Tremblers
A FORMER Sixties pop star
has returned to the recording
scene with a new image, a
new name — his own
actually — and a new record
company.
Peter Noone, as Herman of
Herman's Hermits, first sprang to
fame in 1964 with I'm Into
Something Good and during the
next eight years the group sold more
than 50 million records worldwide
— now he returns with his new
band, The Tremblers, who record
for Johnston Records, licensed to
CBS Records.
Noone left the Hermits in 1972
and briefly pursued a solo career.
Then he left England to live in the
South of France and virtually retired
irv'n'siriFinir!
from the music scene.
"Basically 1 quit because I didn't
THE
TREMBLERS:
with
Peter
Noone
in
the centre.
want to become an end-of-lhe-picr
guitarist Geo Conner, and Randy
was doing and encouraged me to
performer," he admits. "The fact
Rice on bass.
continue. Bruce look the tape to
that 1 was Herman of Herman's
Among the other names to appear
CBS and they were very keen.
Hermits went against me for a long
on
the LP, Twice Nightly (Epic EPC
"In
fact
they
put
me
into
the
time even though we did sell so many
84448), were Nigel Olsson, Davey
studio and told me to just carry on
records. People would just never
— their attitude was great because Johnstone and Dave Clarke, and
forget who 1 was — it became a real
Tom Petty's Heanbrcakers'
there was no interference at all in
liability being known as Herman."
members Mike Campbell and Stan
what I was trying to do. They didn't
instead, Noone started
Lynch.
send
spies
to
the
studio
to
make
sure
songwriling and had some of his
Noone describes the band's style
that what I was doing was right.
efforts covered by names like
as being rock and roll, and says that
They believed that 1 would deliver
Deneice Williams and Debbie
there are both UK and American
the goods, and that is what
Boone, before making the decision
influences on the LP. "I have kept
to go and live in Los Angeles. While happened."
up very much with the pop trends."
Noone
was
joined
by
various
there he began to do some recording
He is about to start an 82-daic
work again and played a couple of musicians with impressive pedigrees.
of clubs in the Boston area of
tracks to Bruce Johnston, the ex- They included Gregg Inhoffer who lour
the
US but is hoping to return to the
Beach Boy. who was an old friend played on Dylan's Blood On The
UK
and
Europe in the New Year.
from the Sixties. "He liked what 1 Tracks, drummer Robin Williams,

Manilow plays UK
BARRY Manilow returns to the UK in November to play three live
dates at Wembley Arena and two at Bingley Hall, Stafford, his first
appearances here for two years. Wembley dates are November 27, 28
and 29, while the Stafford concerts will be on December 1 and 2.
Promoters arc Kennedy Street Knterprises.
CANADIAN HEAVY rock band Triumph start their first British lour
in November. To date, they have released three albums on RCA —
Rock And Roll Machine, Just A Game and Progressions Of Power.
The band comprises Mike Levine on bass. Rick Emett guitar and Gil
Moore drums.
BEN PL KING and Clem Curtis & The Foundations are among the
names w ho will be appearing at an evening of nostalgic soul presented
at Lewisham Concert Hall this Sunday (28).
THE ROSSINGTON Collins Band, which contains the surviving
members of Lynyrd Skynyrd, is set to tour the UK during October.
The band was formed by Skynyrd guitarists Gary Rossington and
Allen Collins and also features survivors Leon Wilkeson and Billy
Powell, with new members Barry Harwood, Derek Hess and Dale
Krantz. Their debut album on MCA Records is Anytime, Anyplace.
AFTER MONTHS searching for the right musicians, Nickey Barclay
(ex-Fanny) has finally completed her band AFM and they make their
debut at Bisleys, White Lion, Putney, this Friday (26). The band
features the dual keyboards of Barclay and Lou Martin (ex-Chuck
Berry and Rory Gallagher), blues guitarist Jimmy Roche, (exColosseum and others), and bassist Pete Bingham (Ex-Bullseye).
They hope to start recording later this year.
SOUTH LONDON venue The Tramshed in New Woolwich Road, is
apparently having trouble with the local council who, it seems, would
rather use the site for something other than a rock venue. Recent
gigs there have included appearances by Splodgenessabounds, Nine
Below Zero and Tour De Force.
FIRST SIGNING to a new label, Copasetic Records, arc
Nightdoctor, a reggae/dance music band who have been doing well
on the clubs circuit for the past year. Copasetic is at 9 Macklin Street,
London WC2. (Tel: 01 405 7753).
SURREY SOUND Records has signed Bangor-bascd band Fay Ray in
the face of competition from Virgin, 101 and Hot Mix.

The Television Set Comes Alive!

Announcing

HOME

Don Moss
Video at Home Ltd.
Apex House
Twickenham Road
Feltham Middlx TW13 6JQ
01-894 5555

The Software Specialists
for
ThornTelevision Rentals

At Vidcom 80
contact Don Moss
at Hotel Montfleury
Cannes
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Thorn

rentals launches magazine

A NEW video magazine is
being launched this
December through a
company formed by Thorn
Television Rentals', Video
At Home, to be produced by
Bonnie Molnar and Peter
Nolan of Catalyst Video.
The magazine, as yel untltled, will
m
be initially distributed through
Thorn Television Rental stores
(Radio Rentals, DER and Multi
mr
Broadcast), but will also be sold to
other video hard and software
outlets.
The first issue will be issued free
through Thorn shops as a
promotional tool and as a pilot for
the magazine.
It will take in advertising as would
a normal magazine and retail for a
little more than the cost of a normal
VHS cassette. The buyer will then
have the option of recording over it
once he has viewed the magazine Bonnie Molnar and Peter Nolan.
covering general interest topics.
promotional films which often only
Published quarterly, it is the first gel broadcast once," said Molnar.
of eight titles planned by Catalyst, "It will basically carry 12 items
although they will not all necessarily varying in length, but averaging five
be distributed by Thorn.
minutes."
"The magazine aims to be visually
Other items will include a day in
stimulating and will feature a lot of the life of, similar to the Sunday
animation and things like music Times Magazine feature, and
On camera
A MONTHLY guide to the
promotional films being shot
featuring the production company,
artist, title and facilities house where
used.
KEEFCO: Gilbert O'Sullivan:
What's In A Kiss at Ewart. Lisa
King; Fools Rush In at Trilion.
Famous Names; Holiday Romance
at Trilion. Al Stewart; live at LA.
LIMELIGHT VIDEO: Hollywood
Brats; Little 'Ole Wine Drinker Me
at Dingwalls. Lipservice; Good
Night Irene on location.
MIKE MANSFIELD: currently
working in America.
MCM: Gibson Brothers; Metropolis
on location. Thin Lizzy; Kilty On
The Loose and Chinatown on
location.
ROCK FLIX: Stevie Wonder;
Masterbiaster live at Wembley.

Catalyst will employ professional
broadcasters to do the linking.
Video At Home is a new company
set up by the Thorn EMI group and
will be headed by television
personality Don Moss, although he
will continue with his broadcasting
work. The company will operate

separately to EMI Video
Programmes and will be a Thorn
Television Rentals company.
"The company will deal with all
software, initially for pur existing
stores," said Moss, "but we hope to
expand beyond that at a later dale.
At the moment I am getting a
catalogue together for our 1,200
shops which serve 80,000 video
recorder subscribers.
"We arc aiming to set up a video
club, which will give all the usual
video club services and we have to
provide the market with a very high
standard of software at attractive
prices.
"We want the magazine to be a
very high creative product and to
give video users something that they
could not normally see on television.
There will be a chance for people to
win prizes with every issue, with a
big competition at the end of the
year which will give the audience a
carrot and us some feedback on how
it is doing.
"I am very keen on the idea of
sponsored . material. And our
chances of getting advertising are
high, because we have such a captive
audience, which is very attractive to
advertisers as there will be a
guarantee that they'll be looked at."

n

2 VIDCOM SUPPLEMENT

Top Ten
1 ABBA MUSIC SHOW NO.
1, Abba, Intervision.
1 EAT TO THE BEAT,
Blondie, Chrysalis/Brent
Walker.
3 ELECTRIC BLUE 003,
featuring Britt Ekland, World Of
Video 2000.
4 MIRAGE, magazine^ Eve
Electric.
5 GIANTS OF BRAZIL,
featuring Pele, VCL.
6 PLANET OF THE APES,
Charlton Heston and Roddy
McDowell, director: Franklyn J.
Schnaffner, Magnetic video.
7 ROOM AT THE TOP,
Lawrence Harvey, director: Jack
Cardiff, Magnetic Video.
8 BONEY M MUSIC SHOW,
Boney M, ICR.
9 ADVENTURES OF
POPEVE, cartoon, Mountain
Video.
10 39 STEPS, Robert Powell
and David Warner, director:
Don Sharpe, Rank.
Chart courtesy of the HMV shop, Oxford
Sr.

WEA launches High Street campaign
WEA'S MOVE into home video to 35 percent.
will be backed up with streamers,
• MEANWHILE IN France WEA
{MW Sept 13) makes it the first
"The way that it is going to be
posters and hanging show cards.- and the Filipacchi group of
record company to exclusively offer handled by WEA is the same way as
Grimes said that circular display companies have concluded a deal
video-operating in the same way as it records," said Grimes. "There is
racks will not be introduced until resulting in a joint manufacturing
licenses Asylum or Atlantic product, nothing to stop us operating within
more titles become available.
and distribution company for home
according to video products the normal ways of record
under the name Warner
But he added that if a dealer video
manager Geoff Grimes.
distribution, we are a home software
wishes to gel into video, then there is Filipacchi Video S.A.
He added that WEA is essentially company and video is home
President of the new company is
enough promotional material for former
a home entertainment company and software.
CBS Disques (France)
him to do it. WEA expects to be
that video is another aspect of it,
"Statistics seem to have proved
executive
Souplet. It will
rather than being the saviour of the that about two per cent of the selling the catalogue to 500 dealers handle the Jacques
Warner film catalogue as
by the end of this year, although
record industry.
population have video at home, so in
many will not be record dealers but well as French and other catalogues.
Grimes also revealed that WEA order to get that video population
The WEA titles will be launched in
established video dealers.
will be adding to the 14-title the Daily Mirror is not the place to
October.
catalogue at the end of this year and market it, and we are looking to get
"I think we take the view that
that more music product is likely to right to the dealer. Our objective is
we're pretty good at selling software
be released.
to establish our presence in as many
already, and we will use that as part
Dealers will be offered a basic 25 high street outlets as possible."
of our dealer campaign," continued
per cent mark up on the WCl
WEA's video launch — which
Grimes. "The more we see this as a
News in
product which retails at up to comprises titles from parent Warner
viable market, then the more
£39.95, but with stock and quick Brother's- films, plus the Beggars: exciting it will become., I-think it is a
cash payment discounts camnrake up Banquet "Gary Numan cassette —
very important move for WEA."
brief...
VCL set to release

41

Video tapes

pjoduc"

more music tapes
VCL IS releasing another batch of
Marketing director Steve Webber
music video titles in November
said that the new titles have given the
following its successful range
company a wider spread, and relaunched earlier this year.
iterated his belief in the strength of
The titles include acts like lOcc,
music titles on video. It means that
Status Quo, Sad Cafe, Tom Jones
the company now has the widest
and Roger Daltrey and will be
range of music titles on the prelaunched at Vidcom. Contracts have
recorded video software market.
been signed for all the acts and the
The new titles are; lOcc Live In
company has only to sort out
Concert, Roger Daltrey Ride a Rock
packaging and promotion before the
Horse (video of the album), Rock
titles arc released.
'n' Roll Revival featuring Little
Richard and Chubby Checker, Sad
Cafe at the Victoria Palace London,
Tom Jones, Status Quo in a semi
documentary, Jazz Festival
including Duke Ellington, Sounds
Moves..
Of The Seventies featuring Santana
and Taj Mahal, Sonny and Cher,
Randy Edelman In Concert, The
IN-STORE video promotion
company Vidcad is to move to 12
Monkees Golden Hits, The Fifth
Star Street, London W2. Tel: 01 723
Dimension and an adaptation of the
5515.
Hal Prince Broadway musical of
Superman.
MGM, THE company run by
All the titles will carry the normal
producer Lexi Godfrey and directors
VCL price tags depending on size,
Russell Mulcahy and David Mallelt,
with Betamax 10 per cent cheaper
is moving to 6 D'Arblay Street,
than the VHS system. They will all
London Wl. Tel: 01-439 7681/2/3.
be available for rental.
• Meanwhile VCL is introducing
CATALYST VIDEO, which will
new packaging for all its product in
launch its first video magazine this
November. Cassettes will be offered
year, opens up new premises at 32
in plastic cases exactly the same as
Shelton Street, Covent Garden,
those for audio cassettes, except
London WC2. Tel: 01 379 7771.
larger.

PRODUCTION COMPANY
Millany Grant has taken on cx lOcc
members Lol Creme and Kevin
Godley as directors for its rock
promotional films and commercials,
although they will still remain
freelance.
"We are going to represent them
to do promos which for us is very
important because we think they are
talented guys," said Millaney
Grant's Scott Millaney. "This gives
us more scope to do promotional
films on a larger scale and gives us a
strong creative base to develop."
A NEW range of cassette boxes has
been launched by the Danish video
distributors Irish Lydband and
software company Videoring in
Germany that are suitable for all
formats. They will be distributed in
Britain by Easiband, headed by Don
Morgan. The companies hope that
the boxes will lead to the
standardisation of all cassette boxes
and inlay cards.
• Easibind Ltd can be contacted at
Eardlcy House, 4 Uxbridgc Street,
Kensington, London W8. Te|: 01
727 0686.
THE BRITISH Video Association, ,
due to be formed this year has » . \
extended the period during which ! v
members can vote and nominate the v, ^
12 meffib^rs that will sit on the \\
council.''Votes and nominations will
now b£ accepted up until October
10.
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Frankly, Joe is rapidly becoming an
embarrassment.
The anchor-man of a thriving prerecorded video cassette distribution
company is coming into work looking like
"Miss Software 1980". (We know Head
Office is in Carnaby Street, but there are
limits.)
Fact is, Joe has only just realised how
successful the company has become.
And success has gone to his head.
Privately, we place the blame entirely at
the feet of a firm of accountants. The exSenior Partner in particular.
"I'm most gratified to see your turnover
has increased very significantly indeed
since you consulted my firm, over a year
ago." (He smiled smugly to thank himself
for all hisrefforts on our behalf. But a
thought not worthy of his noble
profession was blossoming in his mind.)
"You're certainly doing very well
indeed. Much better than I'd expected.
The profits, 1 would presume, are coming
mainly from the sale of programmes of
scantily clad young ladies filmed in the act
of . . . (Strangled cough) that sort of
thing?"
"Actually", Joe explained patiently,
"we sell pretty much everything. Over 800
programmes. We distribute for most
major producers and we're always on the

look out for new material of our own.
There's already one Carnaby Video
bestseller — it's been in the Video Top 20
for weeks — "The Power of Football".
The ex-Senior Partner didn't have a lot
to say. He found safety in the depths of
our ledgers.
"Aaaah! So you're selling cassettes
wholesale now too? With hefty discounts
for trade customers? Over 1,000 video
dealers up and down the country? And a
nationwide
consumer
mail-order
service?"
Joe nodded placidly in agreement. The
ex-Senior Partner mulled it over for a
while — seriously considering whether we
would accept an immediate increase in
fees. He took a quick double take at the
old double - entry, hope warming his
pinched face.
"Oh ho! I see your salary bill has shot
up. Paying yourselves treble to avoid
some Corporation Tax, eh?"
"No", said Joe firmly, "it's for all the
extra people we've been taking on to staff
our 3 prestige, prime position, West End
shops." (See. We haven't forgotten this
is an advertisement.)
The ex-Senior Partner muttered
something incomprehensible under his
breath — and abruptly left the room.
In the days that followed we tried on

many occasions to contact the firm, but
whenever we rang they were "too busy".
Clearly, we couldn't tolerate this
situation for ever. No sooner had we
engaged the services of another leading
firm than our erstwhile ex-Senior Partner
was back. He had an announcement to
make.
"I did not believe a single word of what
you told me last time we met. The
country is in the depths of recession and,
to be perfectly candid, the growth you've
experienced would be extraordinary even
under "boom" conditions.
However, my colleagues and I have
taken a closer look at your market. Now
we're convinced. Video sounds like fun.
Would Carnaby Video help us set up a
video cassette shop of our own?"
"Happily", said Joe, swallowing his
astonishment, "we've just the thing for
you. Our 25 or 50 cassette dealer starter
pack, suitable for sale, rent, or partexchange. It even includes point-of-sale
material and stationery. All you need now
is the premises."
"That's OK", chortled the ex-Senior
Partner, "our old office will do nicely. It's
even on the ground floor."
It did do nicely. As did his business.
CARNABY VIDEO

THESE ARE OUR BRANCHES

□
CARNABY
VIDEO

Carnaby Video
(Wholesale/Head Office)
26 Carnaby Street,
London W1V1 PL
Tel: 01-439 6765

The Video Cassette Shop
62 Charing Cross Road
London WC 2
Tel: 01-3797290

The Video Cassette Shop
London Experience,
7-14 Coventry Street,
London W1
Tel: 01-734 5260
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Nearly
has

every

made

record

several

company

promotional

films, most have made television
commercials; some are dubious of
the value of the former while the
latter is very expensive.
Bui wilh massive audiences,
television is undoubtedly the best
place to reach a large number of
people and commercials have
sometimes proved to prompt
monumental sales increases. Most
companies are a little wary of the
promotional film, often because
there is no guarantee it will get
television exposure.
CBS recently decided to go with
an unusual package of a commercial
and a promotional film as part of its
autumn campaign for the Nolan
Sisters. The company has only done
it once before, with Johnny Mathis,
two years ago.
The Nolan campaign was done for
a number of reasons, according to
product manager Barry Humphries;
partly as part of a slow process of
changing the group's image; partly
to guarantee an image tie-in with the
single and album, which they hope
will chart; and partly because the
group are doing a season in
Blackpool and won't be available
for live shows.
The making of a video is no easy
matter, yet once negotiations have
taken place between various
companies and budgets have been
decided then the turnaround is
amazingly fast. A rough "cutting
copy" of a commcrical and promo
film can be in the record company's
hands within a week.
But the early definitions of what is

to come out of the shoots arc
crucial. Liaison between promo
director Steve Barron of Limelight
(who has shot the Jam, a Reading
documentary and numerous
promos) and John Nash the
commercial director from the
Shooting Lodge is carried out by
CBS' advertisement manager David
Donaldson.
"In doing the two things the
image is going to be the same," he
explains. "We've done market
research that has shown us that the
Nolans' audience is slightly older
than we would want. What we've
tried to do with the commerical and
promo is to broaden the image.
"It hasn't happened overnight,
but if you look at (he group since
they've been signed to us, you will
see that (here has been a gradual
shift."
And Humphries interjects: "If
you see there is an older bias in the
market and try to get away from it
overnight, you will lose half the
audience. The TV commercial and
the promotional film are another
step in the process which we will
continue with until they have the
same sort of appeal as, say, Abba."
"A budget is agreed at CBS for
the whole campaign," continues
Donaldson. "Given the promo and
the commercial, I ask myself who is
the best company to do it.
"There are things called

production values, which you can't
quantify or define, but when you see
the commercial you can tell they arc
there. Production value is quality.
When you are competing for the
audience's attention with 30 seconds
in two minutes of commercial break
I believe that it has got to be there."
With that brief, it is up to (he
directors to listen to the song or
songs concerned and build up a
story. In this case it is based broadly
around the current single, Gotta Pull
Myself Together, and Barron and
Nash have to find a way of tying in
the elements of the song as well as
putting over the Nolans' changing
group image.
Already they have been to
Blackpool, where the group were
tied to their live commitments for a
"recce" to sort out suitable
locations and a story line was
arranged. The promotional film is
different to the commercial in that it
adheres closely to the song. As
Barron explains, the idea of the
promo is to sell the track rather than
the group; that is down to (he
commercial.
And he adds (hat the term video
describing a promo clip has been
widely adopted by the music
business, but is generally a
contradiction in terms as most
promos are shot on film and only
later transferred to video.
"The commercial is shot on 35mm
film whereas the promotional film is
shot on 16mm, mainly for cost

that from seven in the morning until
six in the evening that organised
rushing to and fro really begins.
Locations comprise a park, sand
dunes, the chore and a studio scene
back in London. For the commercial
each shot will be repeated about
eight times to ensure the mood is
right, while respective directors coax
various Nolans and crew members to
give their best.
The Nolan sisters arc good to
work with, apparently. Most groups
tire of standing around and being
forced to repeat their routine again
and again in this quest for perfection
for that vital three-second clip that
will end up on the commercial. And
even the promotional film will
require (hem to keep repealing
movements, forcing smiles or
frowns despite their mood and the
directors trying to solicit more from
them.
On a cold day in Blackpool, the
girls were forced into minute bathing
suits to run through the sea and still
look glad to be alive.
It is not until you see the rushes,
the first prints of (he film, that you
can sec the efforts come to fruition.
Blackpool suddenly becomes (he
Bahamas, with the filters placed in
front of the camera lenses
persuading (he sea to look a deep
blue, while the sand looks a hazy
yellow, soaked in a mythical sun. It
is another reason why Barron
prefers film.
"Some acts will come across

reasons. Apart from the film costs,
you save on crew costs as, for
example, you only need two people
on (he camera instead of four. We
did a budget for a 35mm shoot, but
CBS decided that costs were too high
for the exposure they'd get.
Complicated
"We put up a budget, in (his case
it was more complicated because
there are two companies sharing
some facilities — studios, sets, make
up, travel and so on. And it was
unusual because it was worked out
well in advance. Normally we have
little lime to plan."
Saving costs was another reason
for Donaldson and Humphries to do
both together and Barron estimates
that if (he promo was done from
scratch it would have added another
three to four thousand pounds to the
budget.
Barron had another meeting with
Humphries explaining what he
intended to do with the unique
opportunity to work round the
commercial and to develop the girls'
characters as well as the song.
Everything else is left to the day.
The directors have already worked
out their locations, timetables,
props, equipment and crews. The
previous day's packing has an air
about it similar to Kings Cross at
rush hour.
But it is on the day of the shoot
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM THE WYND-UP

il

VIDEO TAPE DIVISION COMPLETE
CATALOGUE OF PRE-RECORDED VIDEO OF
RANK AUDIO, IRC., HCKUSHIN, WORLD OF
VIDEO 2000, INTERVISION, EMI V1DEOGRAMS, VOL, MOUNTAIN VIDEO,
VIPC, VISION ON VIDEO COMPANY, IVER, GUILD & HOME VIDEO AND
TELE CINE EX. Representing over 900 titles

SALES AIDS FROM WYND-UP
The dealer can hire on an annual basis - 20" colour Tv' £71,5Gp a
22" colour TV

£81.40 p.a. Remote control unit £10.00 extra.

Video Recorders - JVC 3330, 3320 £137,50 p.a, JVC 3660 £152.35 p.a.
Stand tor TV or recorder £12.00 p.a,
VA i payable at the rate of 15% m addition to these figures Quotation is based on one annual payment in advance

WYND-UP RECORDS
4 VIDCOM SUPPLEMENT

Telephone; 061-224 2823
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better on video, say Gary Numan or
the Boointown Rats, because of the
cold, sharp images it gives," he
explains. "Whereas the girls come
across better with the soft edge of
film. Without going into details,
video is made up of lines and film of
grain. Production costs arc also
different.
If you were to make the same
promo on video and film you would
find that up until the edit, costs
would be greater on film. Once you
start your editing, though, video
costs are astronomically higher due
to hardware prices. Overall this
makes video about 30 per cent more
expensive unless, as in the case of
most live videos, you were to vision
mix as you go.
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COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR John Nash, promo director Steve Barron and
cameraman Tony Gaudioz on location at Blackpool.

Co-ordination
"For the actual shoot there is a
tremendous amount of coordination needed about who docs
what, when people arc going to eat,
transport, where to dress and make
up, accommodation, all these things
have to be set up."
After the shoot things happen
very quickly. In most cases Barron
would have his film processed
overnight, synched up and start
editing the next day. The day after
he will have looked through a rough
edit of the whole song and will select
points for additional material from
the locations.
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The turnaround for a promotional
film is four days, although Barron
has done quicker shoots. But there
arc many functions that cannot be
speeded up. Sync problems caused
by bad miming or by cheating shots
are time consuming. Accuracy to
three twenty fifths of a second is
generally (he maximum tolerance.
But it is not just the simple
technicalities (hat have to be looked
at.
"There are certain shots and
actions which you have to do several
times. To an untrained eye it seems
pointless to repeat these over and
over again during production, but
you're as fussy as time can allow.
Minute discrepancies on certain
takes would almost certainly go
unnoticed but would add up to make
an audience uncomfortable.
"These things are hard to
quantify, but it is essential that your
audience is not uncomfortable. The
sound speed is another example.
Your viewer probably wouldn't
actually notice if it is out of sync by
three frames, yet subconsciously he
would not feel happy looking and
listening to it."
The roles of the promo films and
commercials are very different.
Looking at the finished product
there is little difference in quality at
first sight, but the commercial has to
be run very quickly — with all that
implies about tight editing and veryhigh picture quality. The
promotional film follows a story line
rather than the quick startling image
used on the commercial.
Yet both finish up with the group
as a whole. While the commercial
has quick shots of individual
members finishing up with a still
frame on a studio dance routine,
Barron has chosen to follow a
definite story line around one Nolan
splitting up with her boyfriend.
Barron has used the theme of the
other sisters trying to cheer her up.

DlCC
c

gradually succeeding and bringing
the group together. It has a much
more personal approach.
As video continues to bite, it is
becoming a more and more
acceptable means of promotion,
providing there is a reasonable
chance of that promotional film
being shown. The problem at the
moment is that even a chart single
can have sales that are too low to
meet production costs.
But Barron does not accept that
this should stop companies using
video. He argues that a good
promotional film (hat puts across a
convincing image of the group can
set them up for the future as well as
attracting many more buyers. At the
same lime, in-store video is
becoming an ever-increasing outlet
for promo clips, which in most cases
have produced positive results.
Evervdav
And if the Nolans gain the success
(hat David Donaldson and Barry
Humphries are hoping for, the
Nolans shoot will explain why it has
become an everyday part of record
promotion.
There is of course a rider threat
(hat (he record companies have.
Donaldson explains: "I don't
believe there is a showcase on
television for wonderful videos and,
certainly, there is no quantative
result of showing a promotional
film. It is all part of this wonderful
expression, marketing mix."
And (he song has to be good,
according to Humphries, as well as
the video.
"If you have got a very good song
and the video is poor it won't get
used, because it is really a threeminute television programme and
therefore has to be good
entertainment. But of course, a good
video will never sell a bad song."

YOUR TICKET FOR THE GREAT
IN-STORE VIDEO SHOW
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A voice for video
Obcrstein admits, though, that
WITHIN THE next month the been set up in the interests of those
British Video Association (BVA) who want to make profits from music has a wide viewing audience,
especially
when you look at the
should come into being, representing video. No one is forced to join, and
all companies with an interest in people can even form another wealth of potential titles such as the
Wizard Of Oz, The Sound Of Music
association if they wish.
video software.
"The whole purpose of the BVA and the like which will all need to be
Its conception has been somewhat
vague, but it was clear to the record is to open up a forum through which cleared through publishers for
industry with all its experience in the British videogram industry can general release.
And he pinpoints PPL rights, the
software marketing and many in the negotiate with the various rights
video industry that the time has holders so they can reach the problems with blank tape and piracy
come for some sort of body to marketplace with profits for as other areas that the BVA will have
protect the interests of videogram everyone. That is the reason the to examine and sort out agreements
BVA was set up — to be a trade on in order to release videograms
producers.
A working parly was set up under association where all the problems profitably.
At present, old titles can be
the temporary chairmanship of CBS can be aired.
released to a small market at a profit
chairman Maurice Obcrstein to form
as
many of these payments have
a basic conslitution and work out
been cleared already; some bodies
what areas it will cover — rights, A lot of talk
still are not bothering to claim
piracy, music royalties being the
payments they might be entitled to
main ones.
"But
first
the
association
has
to
and many fees will have been paid
But at its inaugural meeting a row
erupted between the independent get a number of people who are for old films. But the real problems
producers and record company willing to join it, and we have sent arise, says Oberstein, when the video
executives as to who would sit on the out letters to all prospective industry becomes a risk business —
12-man council. The producers members with the minutes of the like music.
"One of the problems I envisage is
claimed that the record industry had inaugural meeting. There may still
angled the meeting to guarantee that be a lot of talk and no action that if traditions of payment are met
they would have a number of scats, because people won't want to join. now they can be justified by the
by assuming that the original four Who will be its chairman is up to the small market that exists now. Take
The Sound Of Music: the negative
people on the working party from subscribers."
working party has already put does not cost anything and in effect
the industry would automatically be outThe
a critique of the MRS' current you could pay out up to 99 per cent
on the council.
That will not now happen. demands for royalty payments. But because whatever you make, you
Nominations are open and voting Obcrstein points out that there are a will sell.
"When you have paid for the
will continue throughout this and potential 27 different rights holders
origination of material the chances
next week. Obcrstein refutes the that may have to be paid.
Naturally enough, music is at the of it being highly profitable are very,
suggestion that there is a record
industry bias. Everyone who is a forefront of many current very risky, so we must work these
member of the association has a arguments, but he adds that things out now in preparation for
vote, he says, so the council will be videograms may not have music and the future.
"If you are in the creative
representative. If people do not other types of royalties will have to
bother to vote or turn up to the be paid. And companies that have business, some things sell and an
meeting, then they will obviously no inherent interest in music — like awful lot of things don't — and that
have no control over how the the BBC and other pre-recorded goes for books, music and motion
software companies, for example — pictures as well, so unless you leave
association is run.
Obcrstein says that the BVA has were at the inaugural meeting.
room for yourself to create material

-■ •:

6k,
MA URICE OBERSTEIN
then current product used for the
video market is going to be
exhausted."
The BVA will begin to try and
find agreements on all these issues as
soon as the council is elected. And
with the market gradually growing
and more interested parties wanting
their slice of the cake, then it will
have no easy task.
But Oberstein insists that it will
not necessarily be dominated by
either the record industry or major
companies.
"I think the music companies
have experience in home

Ni

entertainment software. But the sort
of software that the public is getting
is by no means centred round the
large music companies. The best
artists don't necessarily go to the
major record companies. Music
companies are well placed because
they deal with fast-moving into the
home, so it's logical that they will be
distributors.
"But the name of the game will be
talent, which can come from
everywhere. We will all be doing
what we can to make a video
industry."

'The whole purpose of the BVA is to open up a
forum through which the UK videogram industry
can negotiate with various rights holders so they
can reach the marketplace with profits for
everyone. '-Oberstein

It is unwise to pay too much for a film... but it is
worse to pay too Ihtle.When you pay too much,you lose
a little money... that is all. When you pay too little,you
will probably lose everything, because short cuts will
have been taken and the result will be upsetting.The
common law of business balance prohibits paying a little
and getting a lot - it cannot be done. If you deal with
what appears to be the cheapest company, it is well to add
something for the risk you run. And if you do that, you
will have enough to pay for the best.
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FILMS & VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTION CONTACT: SCOTT MILIANEY12 STAR STREET LONDON W.2 TEL: 01-723 5515
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A GUIDE to some of the British companies exhibiting at Vidcom
which are linked to the music industry or its dealers.

Spotlight on Vidcom
CATALYST VIDEO
PUBLISHING LTD
32 Shclton Street,
Covcnt Garden,
London VVC2. Tel: 379 7771.
Ml):Bonnic Molnar.
A NEW company thai will be
introducing a total of eight video
magazine programmes onto the
market — the first being a general
interest programme that will include
music promotional films among
other things.
Catalyst is at Vidcom to launch its
product, the first of which is being
distributed in Britain by Thorn
rental chains.
INTERVISION
102 Holland Park Avenue,
London Wll.
Tel: 01-727 1453.
MD: Mike Tenner.
THIS PRE-RECORDED software
company was formed in 1972, but
didn't build up its large catalogue
until two years ago. The company
has just signed an agreement to rent
20 United Artists titles in England.
Intervision was the first company
to introduce video cassette rental —
as well as sales — which is seen as
partly being responsible for its
success. It has over 400 titles, and is
due to go public this month.
Mike Tenner will be at Cannes to
launch Intervision's involvement
with UA.
Many of the programmes in
Intervision's catalogue are available
for other territories and Tenner will
be selling rights to various foreign
territories. The company will also
IVS (UK) LTD
Eveline Road, Mitcham,

Surrey. Tel: 640 5515.
Operations manager: Peter Horton.
IVS IS a video cassette duplication
service, taking the master either
from film or broadcast standard
video tape, on to all formats. It
offers its services to EMI
Video Programmes and Brent
Walker among others, while it also
specialises in transfer for specialised
and industrial concerts.
MILLANEY GRANT
12 Star Street,
London W2.
Tel: 01-723 5515.
Directors: Scott Millancy
And Brian Grant.
A LEADING production company
specialising in promotional films
and now commercials, which is now
using cx-lOcc members Kevin
Godlcy and Lol Creme as directors.
Millaney Grant has shot for nearly
all the major record companies in
Britain, and now hopes to start a
US operation, one of the reasons for
the Vidcom visit. Producer Scott
Millaney has previously worked with
Island Films and operates a
a partnership with Grant, the
director.
RANK VIDEO CENTRE
142 Wardour Street,
London W1V4BU.
Tel: 01-734 2235.
Marketing manager: Peter Lamb.
A FACILITIES house offering
cassette duplication, computer
editing, broadcast facilities and an
art studio. It also does video-tape to
film transfer and has invested in a
"Laserscan" system suitable for

WIIKIM SIFIOISIIL

exhibitors

PAL. SECAM or NTSC.
It is at Vidcom to advertise its new
facilities, which it says are
particularly useful for international
markets, transferring on any system
and also offering video to film for
markets where the former is still
uncommon.
ROCK BIZ PIX
83-84 Berwick Street,
London Wl.
Tel; 01-734 2723.
MD:Mar(in Baker.
PRODUCTION COMPANY that
has made its name with promotional
films for artists such as Elvis
Costello and Gerry Raffcrty. The
company is now hoping to move into
making pre-recorded rock
programming as well as other
product.
VCL
58 Parker Street,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-405 3732.
Marketing manager: Steve Webber.
ONE OF Britain's largest prerecorded video software companies,
VCL has recently introduced several
music titles by the Boomtown Rats,
Average White Band, Black Sabbath
and Amanda Lear, as well as its
early Tina Turner cassette on which
it earned its early reputation.
Webber is also a great believer in
bringing the price of video down,
and VCL's cassettes now retail at a
maximum of £29.90 for 90 minutes.
V1DEAD
12 Star Street,
London W2,
Tel: 01-723 5515

BLONDIEBOONITOWNRATSBUGGLESROGERDALTRY
SHEILABDEVOTIONDOLLARDAVIDESSEXFISCHERZ
JOHNFOXXPETERGABRIELGIBSONBROTHERS
holly&theitaliansthejameltonjohnkorgis
PHILLYNOTTMARTHA&THEMUFFINSMIKEOLDF ELD
ORCHESTRALMANOEVRESPRETENDERSREVILLOS
CLIFFRICHARDROLLINGSTONESDEMISROUSSOS
SEXPISTOLSSHOWADDYWADDYSKIDSRODSTEWART
STRANGLERSTHINLIZZYIOCCULTRAVOXVAPOURSXTC

Dirctors: Malcolm Parry, Scott
Millancy, Brian Grant and Tony
Lcdcrman.
AN IN-STORE video promotion
company jointly owned by Millancy
Grant and directors of In-storc
Promotions Parry and Lcdcrman,
the company primarily offers an instore advertising service for record
companies in the Boots chain, using
promotional clips.
The company has recently moved
to a floor in the Star Street premises,
and is now looking to expand its instore service both to other store
chains and to move to other subject
areas.
VIDEORING
AM Schiercnbcrg 2
Postfach 1167,
West Germany. Tel: 041 83 60 35.
MD. Mario Graf Villavicencio.
In England: TCR Video.
MD: David Ellis. Tel: 01-582 7592.
A WEST German company based
near Hamburg and distributed in
England through TCR Video, Its
biggest-selling video has been the
Boney M special, but it also has titles
featuring Donna Summer and Eric
Burdon and will be launching James
Last and John Denver cassettes.
Videoring is unique in that it can
produce, film, edit, manufacture
and copy a video all in-house,
Videoring also offers its facilities for
hire to other companies. At Vidcom
the company is seeking to promote
its product as well as inform people
of its facilities.
VIDEO VIEW
68/70 Wardour Street, London
W1V3HP.

Tel: 01-437 1333.
Managing director: Maureen
Bartiett.
LANGUAGE LEARNING courses
under the title Hello World which
have been produced by The
Response Language Learning
Foundation in association with
Glasgow University, have pushed
Video View into a leading position in
the video software market.
The courses are available in
French, Spanish, German, Italian
and English and come with a book
and text along with a 90-minulc
cassette containing 10 lessons. The
company has worldwide rights to the
scries, and it is available on all
formats.
WORLD OF VIDEO 2000
Cassette House.
329 Hunslet Road,
Leeds LS10 1NJ.
Tel: 0532 706066.
MD. Ray Linton. Chairman: Colin
Marlcr.
A VIDEO distribution company that
has had enormous success with its
own music titles, including Elvis
Presley, Judy Garland, Frank
Sinatra and Barbra Streisand — and
the adult magazine Electric Blue
which it distributes for Scripglow.
Ad index
Carnaby Video
EMI Records (UK) Ltd
Intervision Video Ltd
Limelight Film & Video
Production
Mallet Godfrey Mulcahy
Millaney Grant
Productions
WEA Records (WCI
Home Video)
Wynd-Up
s

>

3
6
1
2
5
4
8
7

BLONDIEBOOMTOWNRATSBUGGLESROGERDALTRY
SHEILABDEVOTIONDOLLARDAVIDESSEXFISCHERZ
J OHNFOXXPETERGABRIELGIBSONBROTHERS
HOLLY&THEITALIANSTHEJAMELTONJOHNKORGIS
PHILLYNOTTM ARTHA&THEMUFFINSIvl IKEOLDFIELD
ORCHESTRALMANOEVRESPRETENDERSREVILLOS
CLIFFRICHARDROLLINGSTONESDEMISROUSSOS
S EXPISTOLSS HOWADDYWADDYSKIDSRODSTEWART
STRANGLERSTHINLIZZY10CCU LTRAVOXV APOURSXTC

YATHErrALI ANSTHEJ AM ELTON JOHN KORGIS

PROMOTIONAL RESCUE!
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ENTER THE

DRAGON

AND THE VIDEO

GIANT

OF TOMORROW.

This Autumn, WCI Home Video, a division of the giant
Warner Communications Organisation, will launch their new
video software range. It will include some of the most important feature films made by Warner Brothers in recent years.
WCI Home Video gives the small screen
the big treatment with: Enter The Dragon, The
Exorcist, Deliverance, Blazing Saddles, The Green
THE EXORCIST
Berets, East of Eden, Oh God, Rebel Without A
Cause, The Searchers, The Wild Bunch, Mister
Roberts, All The President's Men, Dirty Harry,
Woodstock One and Two, the rock concert to
end all rock concerts and finally, Gary Numan:
Touring Principle of79.
Releases of other classic and recent titles
will follow at regular intervals.
It's WCI Home Video's intention to
become the giant of the video software industry,
with one of the most comprehensive catalogues.
After all, we've done it with WEA Records. So
why not with WCI Home Video.
If you don't know us and you'd like
to, just fill in the coupon with your
name and address. Tick the
neiec
appropriate box that tells us who
m
you are, and we'll do the rest.
iiibw

TICK APPROPRIATE BOX, RECORD RETAILER □ DEPARTMENT
STORE □ VIDEO SPECIALIST □ TV, ELECTRICAL SUPPLIER □

NAME:
Oirty Harry
ADDRESS:

TEL:
WCI HOME VIDEO,THE BIG TREATMENT FOR THE SMALL SCREEN.
A Warner Communications Company:
M.W.I.
WCI Home Video, WEA Records, PO Box 59, Alperton Lane, Wembley, Middx.
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Mole Jazz signs 'name'

to launch new label
By PAT SULLIVAN
every jazz fan worth his salt already Pepper is very much the man of the
and this flurry of activity
AMONG THE specialist knows that the album was recorded moment
American altoist Art augurs well for Mole 1, additional
record shop fraternity there during
Pepper's hugely successful stint at reward for a smart piece of
would seem to be a healthy Ronnie Scott's earlier this year and enterprise on the part of Ed Dipple,
commitment to the artistic released under his pianist's name for Graham Griffiths and Pete
Fincham, the man behind Mole Jazz
reputation of the industry. contractural reasons.
Following a long period in the and Pepper fans from wayback.
Staff and owners are often wilderness,
"Earlier this year," Pete Fincham
Art Pepper is quickly
more involved with their regaining his place in jazz. Last told A/IT: "We began talking to the
customers, the product they year's widely acclaimed appearance people at Iri-Arls Associates about
possibility of starling a label. Irisell and the artists that at the Hammersmith and Fulham the
Jazz Festival has been followed this Arts (Peter Bould, Peter Ball,
appear on it, than their summer
Graham Ward and Rainer
by
superb
performances
at
counterparts in the general Ronnie Scott's and The Royal Schneider) have produced albums
for Stan Tracey's Steam label,
trade.
Festival Hall. Collier Macmillan,
Ronnie Scott's and the Gil
One such specialist outlet, Mole publishers of Pepper's Ogun,
Evans
Festival Hall album for RCA.
Jazz, of 374, Grays Inn Road, autobiography. Straight Life, were
Peter
Bould,
who produced our
reporting
tremendous
interest
in
the
London, WCI, has recently gone the
album, likes to use as little electronic
whole hog by launching its own label book months before publication and
as possible on a 'live'
and would seem to have a very hot the readers of Jazi Journal gadgetry
recording in order to get a true
product with its first release, International voted him into first
sound
and
'feel' and we arc very
Blues For The Fisherman, (Mole 1) place in the magazine's 1979
happy with the results he got for
by the Milcho Leviev Quartet. If the Musician of the Year poll. There is
us."
name sounds unfamiliar, take heart. little doubt that, in jazz circles. Art

After catching Pepper's first night
at Ronnie's, the Mole trio were
unanimous in a belief that he
would be the ideal artist to get the
label under way.
"By the time contracts had been
drawn up and amended and of
course, the band had agreed to the
deal, we had two nights left in which
to do it" said Fincham. "There were
sleepless nights and a few anxious
moments, but at 11 pm on the Friday
night, one day before the band
closed, contracts were signed and
Peter Bould got to work."
Ronnie Scott allowed Bould the
use of his upstairs office and the
leads were plugged straight into a
Revox, the result being a 'live' set
that exudes atmosphere and
excitement on top of some really
stunning music.
Dealing with printers and pressing
companies has been the hardest part
of the operation as far as Mole are
concerned. 2,400 out of the initial
2,500 of Mole 1 were found to be
faulty and it is likely that the second
batch will be pressed by a different
company, especially as there is
sufficient material on tape for at
least one more album. Blues For The
Fisherman is being handled to date
by Cadillac Music, Chris Tcllard,
T.O.L., Jazz Horizons, Swift, Jazz
Music, Jazz Services and Discovery
Records. The album, which retails at
£4.99, has a dealer price of £2,89.
Export enquiries are being handled
by Mole.

*>»
i-LZZif-rz:
mtKssB&ma
DOING NOTHING by halves, in
the best Irish tradition, Smyths for
Records in Belfast recently
publicised one of its album
promotions by sending a gorilla and
some latterday Fay Wrays, above,
out into the city's shopping centre to
give away free singles.

t >?

A VERY unusual, probably unique
album, is being imported and
distributed b> the Bexhill-bascd
distributors Swift. The Other Kings
is the title of this compilation on the
US Revival label, and it features
some of the rare recordings by
"talented vocalists who were heavily
influenced by the Presley sound"
between the years 1957 and 1964.
Tracks by Vince Everett, Jay B.
Loyd, Ray Whitley and Jim
Brccdlove are included; the LP is a
collection of singles which arc
themselves collectors items. It has,
reports Swift director Robin
Gosden, taken Revival three years to
collect (he material, and it has been
that long since the label's first
release, Charlie Gracie's Early
Recordings. Swift, which was set up
as the distribution arm of Flyright
Records, has a number of jazz, blues
and rockabilly catalogues. Product
on Paul Weston's Corinthian label is
apparently doing particularly well at
the moment. Swift can be contacted
at Wilton Road, Bcxhill-on-Sca,
East Sussex (tel: (0424) 220028).
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GROWTH IN sales of primed music
and music books seems to be
continuing and Chappcll has just
re-published — "due to popular
demand" — the instruction volume
Electric Bass Guitar by Lawrence
Canty. The books of Christmas
carols and songs are also starting to
come from the publishers now.

News in
brief...
CAN TWO million Swedes be
wrong? That is the number of
packets of a new line in metallic,
stick-on name tags which have been
bought so far by a population of
only about 8,500,000. Encouraged
by what defintely counts as a juvenile craze over there, Neil Buttcrficld
(who worked for the Swedish firm
producing and selling the name tags)
has set up a company here, called
Nordic with sole rights to import the
tags from Corbrex AB in
Stockholm. He is based at Winnall
Trading Estate, Winchester, Hants
(tel: Winchester 65430) and is
looking for bulk orders, or
wholesale orders, for the brightly
coloured labels — which come
carrying the 226 most popular names
currently held by the UK sub-teen
and teenage consumer group. Could
be an idea for the paraphernalia
section of the record shop.
Cleaning up
on video

TO THE range of Bib hi-fi
accessories was added, earlier this
year, a video recorder maintenance
kit (VE I). Now the company has
unveiled in Europe a complete range
of video maintenance products
which have already been shown at
the Consumer Electronic exhibition
in Chicago a couple of months ago.
The new VE2 kit includes tape head
cleaning tools and liquid, dust
removing aerosol, inspection mirror,
antistatic cloth, and instruction
manual. Other items in the range —
pictured here in the
dispenser/display rack — are
camera lens cleaner, audio head
demagnetizer and tape splicer. Bib is
at Wood Lane End, Hemel
Hemps lead, Herts, but is wholesaled
through Wynd-Up in Manchester.
JOGGING THE memories of
traders as they so often usefully do,
the National Chamber of Trade and
the MTA have both just commented
on methods of payment for goods.
The NCT points out that
Eurocheques arc subject to bank
charges and that these are paid by
the payee. The charge is 55p
minimum, and when the item sold is
— as it was in one case recently — an
album costing £1.99, paid for with a
Eurocheque by a foreign visitor, the
bank charge more than wipes out
the dealer's profit. Until a new
Continent-wide system of
commission is worked out between
the banks, the NCT warns retailers
to "relate the amount of
commission payable to the value of
the goods sold". The MTA reminds
dealers that as from October I,
Access is launching a new look card,
and for a while both old and new
styles will be in circulation — but
both will be processed in the usual
way. MTA members can take
advantage of preferential rates from
Access (The Joint Credit Card Co.).
These were negotiated some time
ago by the association, and details
can be obtained from the Secretary,
5 Denmark Street, London W.l.
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Kid joins 208
for US show
EX-RADIO ONE DJ Kid
Jensen will once again
broadcast for Radio
Lu.vcmbourg in a new autumn
schedule which shifts the accent
more towards what managing
director Alan Keen describes as
♦'adult contemporary
music/easy listening".
"We are not diverting from
our primary target market
audience but our objective will
be to gain listeners within
broader age groups throughout
the night," Keen adds.
The shift in emphasis follows
a Gallup programme research
study and Keen says: "It is
apparent from the results
obtained that British record
companies and radio have given
loo much exposure and
emphasis upon rock and
punk."
Jensen, still fronting his own
TV news programme in
Atlanta. Georgia, will present a
two hour weekly show titled
America's Pop 45s to be
broadcast on Mondays at 9pm.
While the nightly chart shows
remain Luxembourg brings in
new late night shows featuring
the best of jazz, big bands,
show songs and rock and roll.
There will also be one hour
segued specials on the music of
Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley and
The Beatles.
Luxembourg also aims to
present its own radio version of
Top of The Pops, transmitted
each Thursday at 8pm,
immediately following the BBC
TV programme.

Staffing a radio station

Hews in

HAVING TAKEN advice and
sought to be rather more specific
about our lime-scale, we
broadcasters-to-be face our first
task.
A new radio station will want all
the supporters that it can have, and a
meeting with our shareholders to
ensuic that they feel a part of this
new venture is very important.
It is equally important that ail the
individuals concerned with the
venture are clear of their role. It is a
chastening experience for members
of a board to watch their idea being
taken and re-interpreted by the staff,
who will have executive
responsibility.
The board presented the idea to
the authority with sufficient
conviction to win the day, but the
executive will have to interpret it all
in practice. There arc two dangers
here, both of which will be revealed,
but if we are aware of them at least
we can take some measures to
counteract them. Either the inventor
feels so close to his ideas that he is
unable to release it to the executive,
or he resents the presence of the
executive to such a degree that he
washes his hands of all
responsibility. I have seen both and
they are equally damaging, but an
awareness from both sides can help
to counteract the effects.
SOME OF you may feel that we are
no nearer to actually gelling a radio
station. No bad thing, for the
decisions you lake now are fundamental and will affect your development for years, but now is the
time to make them. Radio is about
people, and the people that we bring
into the radio station will establish
nearly every facet of the company.

brief...

We are in the fortunate position of
having a managing director, who is
the professional around whom the
whole venture is going to develop,
but how arc ail the staff going to fit
together?
One important person is the chief
engineer. This is currently the era of
the chief engineer; he is going to

John Bradford, MD
of Mercia Sound,
continues his report
on setting up a new
ILR station
spend money in alarming quantities
and the pressure of lime is going to
be acting against him throughout.
We need a chief engineer in whom
we can entrust the bulk of the capital
purchases that the company will
make, but who has the personality to
ensure the smooth running of the
technical side of the operation when
broadcasting starts, has the
managerial ability to lead a team,
and the technical knowledge and
expertise to control the maintenance
of the equipment at a later dale. All
this at a salary that will allow the
venture to continue as a sensible
one. Do such animals exist? All I can
say is that I know 1 found two; but
they are not common animals and
the search should start immediately.
If the chief engineer is to accept

responsibility for technical capital of
the station what other functions
have you got in an effective radio
station?
I have always used the metaphor
of a cricket match with programmer
and salesman taking the part of
batsman and bowler. The engineers
lake the pan of groundstaff,
ensuring that the pitch is prepared in
the best possible fashion and the
scorer will keep the records. The
IBA fulfils the role of umpire, while,
in my experience, the prime
requirement for the managing
director is to try and ensure that
everyone keeps playing on the same
pilch or, on occasions, turns up on
the same day.
Sales, programmes, engineering,
finance and administration. These
arc the four basic functions of the
company. Often the managing
director will have a background in
one particular discipline or another
and there may be a temptation to
involve him directly in the
management of that particular
department. This is a temptation
that 1 believe should be resisted.
If a true overview of the company
is to be taken, then 1 think direct
departmental involvement must
produce conflicts. So long as we can
see our way to the eventual
establishment of four distinct
departments, it does not mean that
we should rush to fill all these posts
as a matter of great urgency. The
reverse is probably true. Every
pound we spend before the company
is earning revenue is another pound
further from the day that the
company genuinely moves into
profit.
TO BE CONTINUED

GEOFFREY OWEN, head of
BBC Radio Two, has been
elected chairman of the
European Broadcasting Union's
Working Party on Light Music, a
group of professional radio
broadcasters drawn from six
West European countries to
promote the exchange of live
programmes and new ideas. A
member of the Working Party
since 1975, he has been involved
in many international coproductions over the years.
JOHN RUSSELL, recentlynamed as new managing director
of Radio Victory (see MW,
September 20) has appointed
Paul Brown as head of
programmes and news. Brown is
currently operations manager at
BRMB, Russell's former station.
Undercurrents is the title of
Charlie Gillet's new hour long
programme on Capital Radio,
planned to feature mainly music
from small independent record
labels. The programme is at
4pm on Sundays . . . Greenwich
is the latest community cable
station to be broadcasting on the
Home Office and Post Office
approved frequency of 90.2mHz
FM in stereo and aims to finance
its music and news programmes
through the sate of airtime to
local businesses (Tel: 01-317
8584).
Nicky Home is taking over
Capital's 5pm to 6pm slot on
Sundays for Sunday Supplement
— a magazine programme along
the lines of Mummy's Weekly.

Edited
by
NICOLAS SOAMES

PolyGram
THE NEWLY
rationalised shape
of PolyGram's
classical labels
was uncovered
at the sales
conference in
Bournemouth
last
week,
starling with a surprise.
Peter Russell, above, was expected
to become general manager of
Classics International which would
market both Philips and DG
product, and though no official
announcement had been made, The
Gramophone carried a report to this
effect.
But a week before the conference
a decision was taken not to go ahead
with the new name, and to settle
instead for PolyGram Classics, the
name under which the US product is
marketed.
But although PolyGram Classics
in the US incorporates Decca's
product (on the London label),
Decca's catalogue in the UK will
retain its independence
presumably because the repertoire
of Sir Edward Lewis' old company is
so vast: in the US, only a selection is
released.
Russell confirmed that although
certain aspects of production and
marketing could be made more
efficient by bringing the two labels
together, the move should have no
effect on the individuality of the two
labels.
"They will compete in the open
market as they have always done,
he said.
Two label managers have been
♦appointed — Mary Jo Little for DG,
♦md Mike Sago for Philips — who

introduces new-look labels
keep the labels as distinctive
wider public.
will chart the independent progress
3
Already in the pipeline are major enterprises, at least insofar as the
consumer
is concerned, there will be
of the Yellow and the Dutch labels.
interviews with Ann-Sophie Mutter
But it is Russell's overall concern
and an hour-long TV documentary occasions when artists will change
one to another.
to increase the labels' share of the
on Abbado, but Little hopes to from
This has already happened in
classical market, and in the
break into popular media as well.
the
case
DG's major figure,
immediate future he intends to work
Andrew Dalton was the classical Herbert vonofKarajan.
His version of
on two areas: basic marketing and
promotion manager of Argo and Verdi's
will come out on
the sales force. And with a number
L'Oiseau Lyre (which incorporated Philips inFalstaff
January — and as it was
of the PolyGram sales force dealing '
the highly successful Florilegium recorded digitally,
it will be the
with classical product for the first
series) before his recent promotion label's first digital record.
lime, this is an important area.
to the post as classical promotion
The reason, explained Russell,
N
He is joined by Anne-Marie Nicol,"
manager, Decca UK.
that DG already had an
creative services supervisor,
His immediate concern is to was
obligation
to record the same work
PolyGram Classics.
marshal the extensive Decca with Giulini,
that is not yet
Mike Sage, the new Philips label
catalogue and develop a corporate recorded and though
will not come on the
manager, has worked for Philips for
image, starting with a sleeve design market until 1982.
the last 10 years, eight of which he PICTURED ABOVE, clockwise which — like DG's Yellow Label —
The independence of Decca artists
spent on the road as a salesman. from bottom left, Anne-Marie will make the record or cassette
will be more closely preserved,
More recently he has been Nicol, Mike Sage, Mary Jo Little
instantly recognisable as Decca's.
however.
One DG conductor, when
responsible for putting together the and Andrew Dalton.
The same theme will unify all the
he heard of the Decca/PolyGram
classical catalogue of IMS, and consumer level to paying full price point of sale and display material.
with delight,
having seen that run smoothly, ne — and the success of CPP indicates
He hopes loo that, under its new deal, reacted
that he could now have
parent company, Decca will be able presuming
feels he can now turn his attention to that there is another market.''
Joan
Sutherland
in
his next opera,
running the UK end of a major
to involve itself in promotion
Sage is joined by Carol Felton
this was firmly rejected by
label.
who will look after Philips campaigns more appropriate to the but
Eighties, and the first person to PolyGram.
His first aim, he explained, is to
promotions.
On the other hand, the merger has
develop a stronger label identity —
In his presentation to the sales benefit — in the UK at least — will
made it quite clear to PolyGram that
Philips, he thinks, still means conference, Sage introduced the be, predictably. Pavarotli.
market is an important
It is intended to build Pavarotti's ihc digital
washing machines and light bulbs to
forthcoming release featuring the
Originally, there was some
Conccrtgebouw conducted by^ us image in this country to something one.
the average consumer. V, uh Russell,
scepticism within PolyGram to
to that in the US, where he is a
he feels that Philips has, in the past,
new principal conductor, Kirill close
Decca's initiatives, but DG is
had poor marketing material
Kondrashin, in Rimsky-Korsakov s household figure.
recovering.
Digital records also featured
particularly point of sale leaflets and
Sheherezade.
Whether the individual identity of
and will naturally be the
display material, and tins he hopes
For the past four years, Mary Jo strongly,
centre of Decca's campaigns over PolyGram's classical labels is
10 rectify. Releasing a Philips
I
itllc
has
been
A&R
administrator
preserved
remains to be seen. But
next few months.
catalogue is also a major priority.
DG and her promotion to label theDespite
the
next
the
desire
of
everyone
Saac recognises that Philips is 'for
manager gives her the opportunity to involved in PolyGram Classics to interesting. few years should be
much more of a repertoire label as
broaden the potential audience lor
opposed to DG which is known as an
DG.
artists label, and while he does hope
Apart from the superstar status olt
Russell-desphe die merger the labels will
to promote more of the artists on a
Karajan, DCs artists lend to be
personal basis, he hopes to rereflective musicians, and Little sees
compete in the open market as they have
package back catalogue and ait as part ol her task to bring
release at either mid-price or even
Abbado, Pollini, Giulini. Ann- always dona
budget price.
Sophie Mutter and others across to a
"There is definitely resistance at
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MUSIC WEEK SEPTEMBER 27, 1980

BOOST

YOUR

PRCTITS

iyr Especially with

Xmas coming!

WITH.T-S
ALL CULTURE SHOCK

¥

T-shirts & Sweatshirts
are attractively
shrink-wrapped
album style like thisc^
- and there are

70 other designs
to offer your
customers,
whatever their
musical tastes.
Beatles

Motorhead*

Target

Rush*

Buddy Holly

Kiss
Tongue (Rolling
Stone logo)

Rod Stewart
Jam (on target)
Jam (on Union Jack)

Ska

Gary Numan *

Ruts
Crass
Undertones

Sid Vicious
Sid & Nancy
David Bowie
Iggi Pop
Chuck Berry
Elvis Costello
Stranglers*
Elvis Presley
Lou Reed
Ramones
Buzzcocks
Jimi Hendrix
Genesis*
Led Zeppelin*
The Specials
Madness

Blondie*
Police
Ian Dury
Pink Floyd
Dylan

Queen
Punk Prayer
(Sex Pistols/
Ronnie Biggs)
Joy Division
Iron Maiden*
Who*
Siouxsie and the
Banshees
Thin Lizzy *
Boomtown Rats
Black Sabbath*

Johnny Rotten

The Beat*
Rainbow

PIL (Logo)
Rolling Stones

Van Halen
Scorpions*

Clash

Saxon*
AC/DC

Bob Marley
Sex Pistols
Rock & Roll Swindle
Status Quo
Judas Priest*

Adam & the Ants
Stiff Little Fingers
Dead Kennedys
* Black Shirt

We offer a
COMPLETE SALE or
EXCHANGE service*
so you need never be stuck with
dead stock.
- and we'll provide a compact
display rack, free of charge, should
you need one.
But here's the best part The mark-up on each T-shirt is
around 75% — so why not give your
profits a real boost by calling
PETER FENTON
on 01-381 5466 TODAY
or write: CULTURE SHOCK T-Shirts
ATALANTA WORKS
ATALANTA STREET
LONDON SW6.
* Goods must be exchanged within 3 months of purchase.
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SINGLE
INDEX
AD2000
ANY TROUBLE
ASWAD
ATHLETICO SPiZZSO
ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION
AXTON, Hoyl
BAKER, Bart
BELLE, HILTON
BLACKFOOT
BO & THE GENERALS
BOND, Ronnie
BROOKLYN
BROWN, Leroy
BUSH, Kale
CAPALDI, Jim
C, Linda
CROSS, Chrislopher
DALTREY, Roger
DAMNED
DANIELS BAND, Charlie
DELEGATION
DEODATO
EARTH WIND 8 FIRE
EGAN, Joe
FAIRWEATHER-LOW, Andy
FAMOUS NAMES
FIST
GENERATION X
GILLAN
GRAND PRIX
HARRIS, Rolf
HENDERSON, Michael
KAMAHL
KATO, Bruce
KICKS
KIEVE& BRIAN
KING, Lisa
USE, INGA
LODGE. John
LOGAN, Johnny
LOVE STRUCTURE/
De-Luxe Orchestra

D
G
W
C
S
W
C
I
O
R
E
'
I
A
T
A
S
W
T
T
H
N
L
F
H
H
F
D
T
T
T
W
F
Y
M
N
C
E
S
G
0

ACTION ACTION, Wild Girl, GAY WILD.
Rockel XPRES 39 IF)
ALL I WANT IS YOU, Don't Be Afraid Of
The Dark, LINDA C. Crash POW 3
iAI
ARMY DREAMERS, Delius/Passing
Through The Air, KATE BUSH. EMI
5106(E)

MARIE. Teena
I
MINOTT, Sugar/Ernest Wilson
S
MONEY. Zoot
Y
MONTY PYTHON
I
MORE, Junior/Freddy McKay
L
MOTORS
M
MOWER, Patrick
I
MUGSHOTS
S
MUHAMMAD, Idris
F
ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES
IN THE DARK
E
QUATRO. Suzi
R
REPUTATIONS
I
ROCKY SHARPE
Y
ROLLING STONES
S
ROSE, Samaniha
K
ROYALS
C
SKA-DOWS
T
SHERRIF. Janice
N
SMART, Eva
U
SNOOPY & SAMANTHA . . ."
I
SPIDER
C
STATIC
T
STROKE
Fl
SUPERTRAMP
T
TAYLOR, Livingston
F
THOMAS, Ruddy
W
TIGERS
S
TOWNS, Colin
B
TYGERS OF PAN TANG
E
TYLER, Bonnie
I
'UNGRY, Charlie
H
WAKEMAN. Rick
S
WATERMAN, Dennis
I
WAYNE. Jeff
J
W1TCHFYNDE
I, G
WILD, Gay
A
WINSTON
S
YIPES
D
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A-PRT/Pye. C-CBS, W-WEA, E-EMI, FPolyGram, H — H. R. Taylor, L — Lugtons, R —
RCA, S — Selocta, X — Clydo Factors, Z —
Enterprise, CR - Creole, P - Pinnacle. RT Rough Trade. SH - Shannon, Q Charmdale, G - Lightning. SP - Spartan, FP
— Faulty Products.
DOORWAY OF LOVE. Passage Of Love,
LOVE STRUCTURE/DE-LUXE
ORCHESTRA. De-Luxe DL 002
(Jetstar)

B
BREAKDOWN, Working Man, COLIN
TOWNS. MCA 643(C)

ENOLA GAY. Annexe, ORCHESTRAL
MANOEUVRES IN THE DARK.
Dindisc DIN 22(C)
EUTHANASIA, Straight As A Dye,
TYGERS OF PAN TANG. MCA 644
IC)
EVERYTHING THAT'S PART OF YOU,
Crazy Love, INGER L1SE. Satril HH
151 (A)

CANT HELP FALLING IN LOVE, You've
Got Magic, LISA KING. Trident TR
002 (SO)
CENTRAL PARK. Central Park (Dociors
And Nurses), ATHLETICO SPIZZ 80.
A&M AMS 7566 (C)
CHARLIE (WILL YOU MARRY ME). All
The Queen's Men. THE ROYALS.
Monarch MON 17 (A)
COLLEGE LUV, Born To Be Wild,
SPIDER. Alien 16 (P)
COME BACK, In The City, BART
BAKER. Carrere CAR 162 (W)

FIRST LOVE BEST LOVE, To A Son,
KAMAHL. Philips 6038 013 (F)
FIRST TIME LOVE, Pyjamas,
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR. Epic EPC
9021 (C)
FIVER, Heat Of The Moment, JOE
EGAN. AriolaARO 249(F)
FLY ON THE WALL, You Can't Expect
Miracles, RONNIE BOND. Applause
CLAP 1 (W)
FOREVER AMBER, Brain Damage. FIST.
MCA 640(C)
FOR YOUR LOVE, New Orleans, IDRIS
MUHAMMAD. Fantasy FTCT 191 (R)

DANCING WITH MYSELF, Ugly Rash,
GENERATION X. Chrysalis CHS (12)
2444(F)
DARLIN', Heartbreak Again, Y1PES.
RCA FB 1791 (R)
DON'T PLAY THE DISCO, Rhythm &
Chips. AD 2000. Eagle 007
(Eagle/Nonstop)

GIRLS ARE ALWAYS RIGHT, No Idea,
ANY TROUBLE. Stiff BUY 94 (C)
GIVE A LITTLE MORE LOVE (TOO
MUCH TOO SOON), Sweet Lady,
JOHNNY LOGAN. Epic EPC 9043 (C)
GIVE 'EM HELL, Gettin' Heavy,
WITCHFYNDE. Rondelet ROUND 1
(SP)

CYCLONES
Pedalling furiously
furiously
tl
.*.««■ annll
Pedalling
with
two pints
pints of lager
WnlUUfl
with
lager
¥
a
and atwo
packet ofofcrisps,
J ••
I
singing a little like
Dury and
wearing
a full
Minltlfl tllUR 1
Duty
and
wearing
colour
bag...
to aa a full
fL flm>VV
•
colour
to
massivebag
hit ...
single.
Order now from:
Rye Telephone Sales
Office (01-640 3344)
distributed by
Henry Hadaway
Organisation Limited,
through PRT Ltd.
(
j Samea
Records
Art s,s
\ a\L-/J t22-24
' Cubilt
' Services)
StreetLtd
ABC1. London WC1X0LR
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H
HARD HAT BOOGIE, Bingerama, ANDY
FAIRWEATHER-LOW. Warner
Brothers K 17683 (W)
HEARTACHE, Stand Up Reach For The
Sky, DELEGATION. Ariola ARO 246
(F)
HOLIDAY ROMANCE. Talk It Out,
FAMOUS NAMES. Trident TR 001
(SO)
HOUSE ON CHESTER RD. Who Is My
Killer?, CHARLIE 'UNGRY. CUOO 1
(3/80/694) (SO)
I BELIEVE YOU/BREAKING COMMUNICATIONS; All The Day And All
Of The Night/They Think I Don't See
Them, REPUTATIONS. Blueprint
BLUX 1001 (A)
I COULD BE SO GOOD FOR YOU,
DENNIS WATERMAN. EMI 5009 (E)
I LIKE CHINESE, I Bet You They Won't
Play This Song On The
Radio/Finland, MONTY PYTHON.
Charisma CB 374 (F)
I'M GONNA MAKE YOU LOVE ME,
Mission Accomplished, SNOOPY &
SAMANTHA. Enigma (-) (Jetstar)
I'M JUST A WOMAN, Silling On The
Edge Of The Ocean, BONNIE TYLER.
RCA PB 5286 (R)
INDIAN LOVE SONG, Indian Love Song
(Instrumental). PATRICK MOWER.
LA LA 1 (W)
I NEED YOUR LOVING, Irons In The Fire.
TEENA MARIE. Motown TMG
1203/12TMG 1203(E)
IN THE STARS. Wake Up Screaming.
WITCHFYNDE. Rondelet ROUND 4
(SP)
IT'S ALL RIGHT (YOU'RE JUST IN
LOVE) it's All Right You're Just In
Love) Version, LEROY BROWN.
Creole CR 206 (C/CR)
I WANNA BE A DETECTIVE, Two
Wheels. BROOKLYN. Rondelet
ROUND 3 (SP)
I WANT YOU. 1 Want You
(Instrumental), HILTON BELLE.
Hafnerton SHFN 149 (P/SP)
JUBILATION, Time Bomb, JEFF
WAYNE. Epic EPC 8941 (C)
K
KISS YOU ALL OVER. Hello I Love You,
SAMANTHA ROSE. Empire EMPDC
309 (Jetstar)
LET ME TALK, Let Me Talk, EARTH
WIND & FIRE. CBS 8982(C)
LONELY HEARTACHE, What You
Gonna Do, JUNIOR MORE/FREDDY
McKAY. Hawkeye HD 26 (Jetstar)
M
MAYBE JUST ONCE, Polanski, KICKS.
Polydor POSP 177(F)
METROPOLIS, Love Round The Comer,
MOTORS. Virgin VS 363(C)
N
NESSIE THE LOCH NESS
MONSTER/SPOOKY SPIDER,
Creepy Crawley Time/Space
Bubble/Let's Go Shopping, KIEVE &
BRIAN. Eagle EGL010 (Eagle)
NIGHT CRUISER, Love Magic,
DEODATO. Warner Brothers K
17696/K 17696T (W)
NO HERO, Sexy Thing, JAMIE
SHERRIF. Polydor POSP 172 (F)
ON THE RUN, Sireel Fighter,
BLACKFOOT. Atco K 11601 (W)
R
REVENGE, Steven Steven, STROKE.
CBS 9018(C)
RICH GIRL, BO & THE GENERALS.
Island WIP 6603 (E>
rROCK HARD, State Of King, SUZI
QUATRO. Dreamland DLSP 6 (F)
SAILING, The Light Is On,
CHRISTOPHER CROSS. Warner
Brothers K 17695 (W)
SAVAGE MUSIC, Ice Cold In Fulham,
TIGERS. Strike KIK 4 (W)

SHE'S SO COLD. Send It To Me.
ROLLING STONES. Rolling Stones
RSR 106(E)
SHINING STAR, Consider Me,
WINSTON. Diamonds DMDC 707
(Jetstar)
SHY, Don't Understand, MUGSHOTS.
United Artists BP 368 (E)
SILVER EAGLE, Cocaine Charlie,
ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION.
Polydor POSP 182(F)
SPIDER, Danielle. RICK WAKEMAN.
WEA K 18354 (W)
STEAL AWAY GIRL, Who You Gonna
Run To, SUGAR MINOTT/ERNEST
WILSON. Hawkeye HD 28 (Jetstar)
STREET CAFE, Threw It All Away,
JOHN LODGE. Decca F13896 (F)
TAKE THE LONG WAY HOME. From
Now On, SUPERTRAMP. A&M
AMS 7560(C)
TELSTAR, Yes Yes Yes, SKA-DOWS.
Cheapskate CHEAP 4 (R)
THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD PART 1;
I Believe The Impossible/Sugar Er
Spite, THE DAMNED. Chiswick
CHIS 135 (El
THE LEGEND OF WOOLEY SWAMP,
Money, CHARLIE DANIELS BAND.
Epic EPC 9019(C)
THE LOW SPARK OF HIGH HEELED
BOYS, Bathroom Jane. JIM
CAPALDI. Carrere CAR 167 (W)
THINKING OF YOU, Feels Good,
GRAND PRIX. RCA 7 (R)
TROUBLE/YOUR SISTER'S ON MY
LIST, Mr. Universe/Vengeance/Smoke On The Water,
GILLAN. Virgin VS 377(C)
TWO LITTLE BOYS, Sun A Rise, ROLF
HARRIS. HMV POP 2001 (E)
TURN THE RADIO ON, Over Now,
STATIC. Mercury MER 41 (F)
u
UPSIDE DOWN, Upside Down
(Instrumental), EVA SMART. Empire
EMPDC 310 (Jetstar)
w
WARRIOR CHARGE, Dub Charge,
ASWAD. Island 12WIP 6646 (E)
WHEN I THINK OF YOU, This Old Man,
RUDDY THOMAS. Hawkeye HD 27
(Jetstar)
WIDE RECEIVER, I Can't Help It/Happy,
MICHAEL HENDERSON. Buddah
BDS(L) 494 (A)
WILD BULL RIDER, Torpedo, HOYT
AXTON. Young Blood YB 101 (F)
WITHOUT YOUR LOVE. Say It Ain't So
Joe, ROGER DALTREY. Polydor
POSP 181 (F)
YOU CAN'T KEEP A GOOD CURRY
DOWN, Indian Tea, BRUCE KATO.
Alien 15 (P)
YOU'RE THE ONE, Choo Choo
Valentine, ROCKY SHARPE.
Chiswick CHIS 134(E)
YOUR FEET'S TOO BIG, Ain't Nothin'
Shakin' But The Bacon, ZOOT
MONEY. Magic Moon MACH 3 (P)

ALBUM
INDEX
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART & The Magic
Band
9
EMERSON, Keilh
2
FREE SPIRIT
3
JACKSONS
5
MARTHA & The Muffins
2a
MATCHBOX
''
MITCHELL, Joni
1
QUARTZ
6
SUPERTRAMP
1
WAITS, Tom
<1
WHITE SPIRIT
6
WITCHFYNDE
8
1 A&M
PARIS
Suporlramp AMLM 66702 (CLM 66702)
2 ATLANTIC IWEAI
INFERNO - ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
Keith Emerson
K 50753
2a DINDISC
TRANCE & DANCE
Martha & The Muffins DID5(DIDC5)
3 EAGLE
MORNING AFTER THE NIGHT BEFORE
Free Spirit
EGL 009

4 ELEKTRA/ASYLUM (WEA)
SHADOWS & LIGHT
Joni Mitchell
K 62030 (K 462030)
HEART ATTACK & VINE
Tom Wails
K 52252
5 EPIC (CBS)
JACKSONS
Jacksons
6 MCA
WHITE SPIRIT
MCF 3079
While Spirit
STAND UP & FIGHT
MCF3080
Quartz
7 MAGNET
MIDNITE DYNAMOS
Matchbox MAGL 5036 (ZC MAG 5036)
8 RONDELET (SPARTAN)
GIVE'EM HELL
Witchfynde
ABOUT 1 (CARB 1)
9 VIRGIN
DOC AT THE RADAR STATION
Captain Beefheart & The Magic Band
V 2172
Album
reviews
DAVID BOWIE
Scary Monsters. RCA BOW LP 2.
Producers: David Bowie and Tony
Visconti. Back to more straight pop
songs afler his previous electronic
offerings, Bowie has already scored
with the Number One Ashes To
Ashes single included here.
Ironically, the lyrics are even more
detached than usual, and he uses the
talents of Robert Fripp who
provides distinctive guitar phrasing
as a strong backdrop. Should be
more singles to come with Because
You're Young and Fashion as
particularly strong cuts.
o
THREE DEGREES
Gold. K-tel/Ariola 3D2. Producers:
Giorgio Moroder, Harold
Fallermeycr, Robin Blanchflower.
Excellent, highly polished and
professional song-spinning from
three lovely ladies, including Giving
Up, Giving In, Woman In Love and
The Runner. Side 1 are studio jobs
with Moroder or Faltermeycr, Side 2
stems from the trio's Albert Hall gig
last October with the RPO. With
Granada TV done already, ATV
area coming up, and a roll-out
afterwards, this should chart
comfortably and deservedly.
o
SPECIALS
More Specials. 2-Tone CHRTT
5003. Producers: Jerry Dammers
and Dave Jordan. Anyone who
thought that this group were a
passing fad will find themselves
proved wrong by this superb second
album. With Dammers at the helm
The Specials have mixed his idea of
using musak as an influence with
their normal ska/reggae sound to
produce an original yet still
accessible album. Dammers' organ
is at the fore, but there is some fine
sax work too from Kix Thompson of
Madness on Hey, Little Rich Girl as
well as the expected quality from
Rico and Dick Culbell on trombone
and horn. With the quirky Pearl's
Cafe, the unusual single Stereotypes
and (he more regular opener Enjoy
Yourself, the band should be at the
forefront of British music in the
Eighties.
SKIDS
The Absolute Game. Virgin V2174.
Producer: Mick GIossop. Now
firmly established in the British
market, the Skids are a more
consolidated outfit with new
members Russell Webb and Mike
Baillie. Includes the single Circus
Games as well as the superb Out Of
Town. However, it lacks the rough
power that first brought them
success. Free album will help initial
sales.
o
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ANYONE ANNOUNCING
nowadays that he intends to
start his own publishing
business must expect to be
regarded by most as either
very brave and/or foolhardy
or overdue for a visit to the
funny tarm.
Ron McCreighl actually founded
his RMO publishing enterprise 20
months ago when the economic
storm clouds were gathering but had
not started raining on everyone's
parade.
"No one, including me, knew
then how deep the recession would
cut," he admitted. "Nevertheless,
it's far easier to keep your head
above water if you're independent
with low overheads. At least you
won't come in one morning and find
your redundancy notice on your
desk.
"It's much more frightening for
someone who is employed — at
whatever level — and who is doing a
good job and delivering results, but
can still get the chop."
McCreight practices what he
preaches. RMO's staff comprises
himself,
secretary/copyright
specialist Jayne Edwards, and a
part-time administrator, headquartered compactly in two modest
offices off London's Tottenham
Court Road, and overheads are kept
low.
He started RMO after spending 16
years with Noel Gay Music, which
he joined on leaving school and
where he obtained a thorough
grounding in all aspects of music
publishing and a valuable tally of
contacts throughout the music
industry. The contacts were
enhanced by his long service as the
London stringer for Record World.
"1 left Noel Gay 20 months ago
because one feels one's only going to
achieve something important in the

what I've always had to do and it's
the most valuable contribution and
service you can make to your
Hard work keeps writers."
He shares the general concern
about the stale of the record
industry up to a point and believes it
is still inclined to kill good things
kindness.
McCreight'shead with"The
business went over the top
on TV compilation albums and
killed them off to a large extent in
the process.
"New wave has given rise to a
above water
whole new club circuit, which has to
be a healthy thing. It's brought forth
industry if one is in total control of
a lot more talent — bad as well as
one's destiny, and only have the
good — but at least a lot more to
bank manager to answer to. I've no
choose from."
regrets for staying at Noel Gay
McCreight has no complaints
Music for 16 years and no regrets
about the reception a small-scale
about leaving either."
music publisher gets today in the
His long spell with the Noel Gay
business.
catalogue was good preparation for
"Obviously, it depends on the
operating on his own. He was
circumstances and who is involved.
working on standards and MOR
Some people are easy to gel hold of
material (with his plugging brief
and return your calls
extending as far as brass and
conscientiously, and some don't.
military bands) and also seeking
"Where radio is concerned, I
contemporary repertoire.
wasn't that unhappy about the
"RMO has about 400 copyrights
playlist situation, although it could
and they split more or less 50-50
gel a bit political, but that's now
between MOR and potential
gone. Radio in this country is better
standard material and contemporary
than ever, although you still need to
songs," he explained. "1 wanted to
have it in the grooves and work at
build an across-the-board catalogue,
your product as well."
going for potential evergreen RMO MANAGING director
McCreight is pleased with
Ron
McCreight.
melodies and getting into the trendy
progress so far and definitely
stuff as well. My time with Noel Gay the Jigsaw Music catalogue optimistic about the future.
"I still enjoy myself and don't
taught me to work on anything and (connected with Dave Williams'
find things very difficult. If you've
everything good, regardless of my studio, production company and
been around a long time, you know
personal taste. That's being totally record label), Aura Music (the
professional."
publishing wing of Aura Records what to do with regard to the right
approach to administration and
RMO has a sound foundation in headed by Aaron Sixx), and
the shape of the Spelling-Goldberg Rockbottom Music (the publishing organisation.
"I get in much earlier than I did at
catalogue with its constantly earning side of Tony Cox's Sawmill Studio
Noel Gay and get all the paperwork
and Big Fish Records).
TV and film themes.
."We're totally promotion- done early so that I can concentrate
"It's bread and butter material
and gives me some opportunity to orientated here," McCreight on other things. You have to get all
declared.
"It's by far the most that done before you start on the
gamble on the new stuff,"
important part of our function as a creative looning, and you still have
McCreighl smiled.
Among others, RMO administers publisher. It's how I started and to work bloody hard, of course."

Acuff Rose
gets Boxcar
ACUFF ROSE Music has
acquired sub-publishing' rights
for the world, excluding the USA
and Canada, for Column 1 & 2
Music. The deal includes all the
songs of Boxcar Willie, who has
recently had chart success with
his album King Of The Road.
Tony Peters, general manager
of Acuff Rose, says that Boxcar
is on the verge of "country
superstardom", and the
company is "very proud" to
represent his songs, along with
other well-known country writers
such as Fred Rose, Hank
Williams, Mickey Newbury, Don
Gibson, Marty Robbins, J. D.
Loudermilk, Boudleaux Bryant
and others already in the Acuff
Rose stable.
Wesley Rose, son of AR
founder Fred Rose, saw Boxcar
Willie perform at Wembley two
years ago and was sufficientlyimpressed to help the artist get a
date on the Grand Ole Opry
show is Nashville, thereby
fulfilling one of Boxcar's lifelong
ambitions.
Song finalist
MIKE SMITH, ex-Dave Clark Fiver
and busy jingle writer, has a
composition entitled Gentle Days
And Quiet Nights in the final of the
Yamaha World Popular Song
Festival, published by EMI Music
Publishing. The number will be
performed in Tokyo's Nippon
Budokan Hall on November 14-16
by EMI's Far East singing star Anita
Sarawak.

Reviewed
by
TONY JASPER
CHART CERTS:
ROLLING STONES
She's So Cold (Rolling Stones RSR
106, EMI)
THIN LIZZY
Killer On The Loose (Vertigo
LIZZY 7, PolyGram)
KATEBUSH
Army Dreamers (EMI 5106, EMI)
MANFRED MANN'S EARTH
- BAND
Lies (Through The 80's) tBronzeBRO103, EMI)
LINDA CLIFFORD
Red Light (RSO, 12", 7": RSOX
64, RSO 64, PolyGram)
GAP BAND
Party Lights (Mercury 37,
PolyGram)
OTHERS:
DONNA SUMMER
The Wanderer (Warner K 79180,
WEA). Title cut from new album (K
99124, WEA), on new company. .
Major push planned for multi-hit /
artist whose 45 fortunes slightly j
slowed of late. Rolling, fast-paced
song, disco underpinning which
wanders, sudden surprise
synthesiser, somewhat light-weight,
no easily picked up line but
attractive. Not old Dion hit. Pic bag.
IRIS WILLIAMS
My Prayer (Columbia DB 9086,
EMI). Old Platters hit (4, 1956).
Lines less compressed than on
original smash. Vocal work shines,
steady build-up to climax; strings,
brass, back-up vocals with illconsidered whoops thicken sound.
Fifties feel amid lush modern
instrumentation — arrangement.
Last hit: He Was Beautiful (18,
1979).
barracudas
His Last Summer (Zonophone Z8,
EMI). Summer Fun (HP: 37) still in
75. Up-dated Sixties West-coast,
Beach Boys — Jan and Dean feel in

Rat Scabies produced, frenetic
pushed back sound, lively guitar
outing, Only One's Peter Perrett
vocal feel, chorus with commercial
appeal, slightly dated. B/W bag.
DJs; beware of end run-down,
sound back with flourish.
THE MEX1CANO
Trial By Television (BUY It 93 —
12": BUY 93 — 7", EMI). Hit
reggae lop via excellent Move Up
Slarsky: this was written and
produced by Eddy Grant; spirited,
fast-moving dancer which bands like
Madness, Bad Manners might have
tried outside of aping Guyanian
accents!
TERRY CASSIDY
Something Inside Us Is Dying (RCA
PB 5284). First 45 from new concept
album Exiled, immediate airplay hitpick Piccadilly, Radio City. Quick
impact, driving beat, no complaints
on performance, for all its drama
doesn't lodge even when chorus has
all-stops out. PR: Richard Robson
Associates (01-629 8642).
METRO
Video Veto (Plastic Speech PLAS 2,
Indie). Topical lyric, stop-start
synthesiser adorned tune,
production team seem unsure
' whether pop or disco-pop.
GERARD KENNY
Maggie (RCA 3, RCA). Outside of
MM features best remembered for
hit New York, New York (43, 1978).
SHIRTS
Piano accompanied ballad, lyric
One Last Chance (Capitol CL expressive
of love; mid-way through
16161, EMI). Off album The Shirts drums and tempo increased, vocals
(E-ST 12085), group once lavishly sharpened, mouth-harp break; backtouted, few bought. Underestimated
vocals three-quarter mark but no
at time, no longer fresh sounding, up
lift in song. Tour comes soon
moderately attractive title line but (October
12-November 2).
elsewhere limps along waiting for
relief of that riff.
RAH BAND
Falcon (DJM DJS 10954, DJM).
Hit, The Crunch (6, 1977), sax led
^e Tew Age (IKM IA, Pinnacle).

backing, vocal work retained. Ideas
remind here of Deadman's Curve.
Sales.
SWEET
Sixties Man (Polydor POSP 160,
PolyGram). 16 hit Seventies band,
like Slade, are very much alive,
vibrant pushy cut with great vocals,
a grower.
HAMMATAN
Nile Of Bliss (Lagos International
12", 7": LIS 01, LIS 1201,
Spartan). Trade, music press ads,
national papers, competition Daily
Star (15-18 Sept). Tight vocals, slow
burning number, semi-reggae feel;
drums important, so too for
contrast-synthesiser. Possibilities
but might first move in clubs, latenight smoocher,
PETER SARSTEDT
English Girls (Songwriters
Workshop SW 12, Spartan).
Extremely talented singer-songwriter
had major hit Where Did You Go
To My Lovely (I, 1969). Here,
shows class at all levels, though
slightly slow to pick-up broad
commercial appeal. Sad if ignored.
CHEVY
Too Much Loving (Avatar AAA
104, Indie). Competent heavy rock
outing from promising band which
doesn't have magical riff or clear
group identification.

stomper, instrumental, well
arranged but have doubts whether
strong enough.
STRAIGHT EIGHT
I'm Sorry' (Logo DEAL 1, RCA).
From September 11-24 touring with
Daryl Hall & John Oates plus several
solo gigs this month. Sixties
sounding riff line-chorus, guitars
in similar mould, one of many
competent but hit doubting 45s,
STILETTO
Something Like You (Mercury 34,
PolyGram). Nothing grabs until
back-ups add sultry spice, runs
somewhat predictably, early vocals
might have been thinned against
heavyish backing track. Pic bag.
GARY MYRICK AND
THE FIGURES
She Talks In Stereo (Epic EPC 8972,
CBS). Runs for most part on
one level; half-sung, talked vocals
against strong be t.
THE SCOOTERS
Someone Tonight (EMI EA 115,
EMI). Cut from Young Girls album
(A M L 3011), aggressive
instrumentation — vocals, kind of
song Tourists might have recorded,
particular throw-back to that UK
group on chorus vocal harmonies.
Sudden ending. Pic bag.
FINGERPRINTZ
Houdinl Love (Virgin VS 375,
Virgin). Races along with finesse,
but not with vocal or chorus appeal,
let alone lyric, of recent Bullet Proof
Heart, even with usual good
production via Nick Garvey.
LORETTA HOLLOWAY
Love Sensation (Salsoul SAL 6,
RCA). Lady too good for song, that
powerful voice under-used in
ordinary disco styled song from
disco man Dan Hartman.

EXPRESSOS
By Tonight (WEA K 18336, WEA).
Recent Hey Girl (60, 3 weeks), again
Rosalind Rayner's vocals fight for
life, backing keeps hovering into
Spector land, eventually takes over.
Flip seems mix left half-way
through, although lively in overall
sound.
MANHATTAN TRANSFER
Nolhin' You Can Do About It
(Atlantic K11606, WEA). Album cut
45 but group unpredictable in chart
terms. Nothing special though
vocals strive to make song into
something immediate.
AURRA
When I Come Home (Salsoul SALT
5, RCA). 12" beat hypnotiser aided
by girl vocals which relentlessly stab
away. Disco seller. Called a "giant
single" on sleeve. Mystery.
POCO
Under The Gun (MCA 635, CBS).
Long-time serving US faithfuls,
clean sound, late aggression, more
commercial than some recent
releases but doesn't have instant hit
feel.

CHIPPING
NORTON
STUDIOS
24 Track
Fully Residential
"The Best in the Country"
TEL: (0608) 3636
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wm> m mswm
This Last Wks on TITLE/Artist (producer!
Label number
This
Last
Wks.
on
TITLE/Artist
(producer)
Week Week Chart
Week Week Chan
Virgin V 2171 (C)
GLORY ROAD
RCA BOWLP2IR)
SCAREY MONSTERS & SUPER CREEPS
39:
C:TCV 2171
Gillan
C: BOWK 2
David Bowie
McVICAR
Polydor POLD 5034(F)
EMI EMA 794(E)
:
NEVER FOREVER
40
C: TCEMA 794
Roger Daltrey (Jeff Wayne)
C:Kate Bush (Kate Bush/John Kelly)
Arista SPART 1140 IF)
EMPIRES & DANCE
Graduate GRAOLP 2 (SP)
SIGNING OFF
2
411
C:
1140
3
Simple Minds
C: GRADC 2
UB 40 (Bob Lamb/UB 40)
A&MAMLH 64822(C)
TRUE
COLOURS
K-Tel NE 1091 (K)
MOUNTING EXCITEMENT
42:
C:Split Enz
C; ZE2091
Various
Beggars Banquet BEGA19 (W)
GREATEST
HITS
VOL.
2
Epic
EPC
10017(C)
TELEKON
43
53
Abba (Ulvaeus/Andersson)
C: BEGC 19
Gary NumantGary Numan)
C: 40-10017
FAME
RSO
2479
253 (Fl
Arista ARTV2(F)
MANILOW MAGIC
44
C:Soundtrack
C: ARTVC 2
Barry Manilow Ron Dante/Barry Manilow)
GREATEST HITS
Whitfield RRTV 11W)
United Artists UAG 30314 (E)
THE
VERY
BEST
OF
DON
McLEAN
45
Rose Royco (Norman Whitfield)
C; RRTV 41
7i
C: TCK 30314
Don McLean
Gam GEMLP111 (R)
WHEELS OF STEEL
Carrere CAL115 (W)
CRASH COURSE
46'
Saxon (Peter Hinton(Saxon)
8i
C; GEMK 111
C: CACIIS
UK Subs
Virgin V 2174 (C1
WAR OF THE WORLDS
CBS 96000/WOW 100 (C)
1
THE ABSOLUTE GAME
O
47
C: TCV2174
Jeff Wayne's Musical Version
C: 40-96000
Skids
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
l-Spy 2(F)
EMI EMA 796(E)
I'M NO HERO
48
Secret Affair
C;TCSPY 2
ICh
C; TC EMA 796
Cliff Richard
SOMETIMES YOU WIN
Capitol EST12018 (El
Polydor POLH 002 (FJ
FLESH AND BLOOD
49'
Dr. Hook
C: TC EST 12018
II6
C: POLHC 002
Roxy Music (Roxy Music/Rhatt Davies)
Island ILPS 9596(E)
UPRISING
Chrysalis CHR 1300(F)
HANX
!
50
Bob Marley (Chris Blackwell/Bob Marley & The Wailers)
C: ZCI-9596
C: ZCHR1300
12
Stiff Little Fingers
RUMOURS
Q Warner Brothers K 56344 (W)
Jet JETLP 234(C)
OZZY OSBOURNE'S BLIZZARD OF OZZ
51
Fleetwood Mac (CaillaODashut/Fleetwood Mac)
C: K4-56344.
13'
C: JETCA 234
Ozzy Osboume's Blizzard Of Ozz
ONE STEP BEYOND
5
Stiff
SEEZ 17(C)
Warner Brothers K 56791IW)
NOW WE MAY BEGIN
52
O
Madness (C. Langer/A. Winslanley)
C: Z SEEZ 17,
141
Randy Crawford (Crusaders)
C: K4 56791
Mercury
6399 051 (F),
CANT
STOP
THE
MUSIC
Arlola ADSKY2(A)
SKY 2
53'
Soundtrack (Jacques Moral!)
C: 7199 051
151
o
C: ZCSKY 2
Sky ISky/Clarke/TonVlHevdn/Bendall)
Mercury 6302 021(F)
THE COMMON ONE
Polystar WOMTV 1 IF)
I AM WOMAN
2
= 53
Van Morrison
C: 7144 021
16 ' Various
C: WOMMC 1
MCA MCF 3077(C)
Warner Brothers K56823 (W)
1
BELIEVE
IN
YOU
GIVE METHE NIGHT
55
C:
17 s " George Benson (Quincy Jones)
Don Williams
C; K456823
Atlantic K 50532 (WJ
IF YOU WANT BLOOD YOU'VE GOT IT
BEAT 001 (F)
I
JUST
CANT
STOP
IT
56
18 «
C: K4-50532
AC/DC (Robert John Lange)
The Beat (Bob Sergeant)
C: TC BT001)
Rolling Stones CUN 39111 (Ej
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
BLACK SEA
Virgin V 21731C)
16
57
83
13
C:TC
CUN 391.11.
19
XTC (Steve Lillywhite)
Rolling Stones (GlimmarTwins)
C:TCV2173
Nems NEL 6003 (SO)
Ariola3D2(C)
PARANOID
GOLD
58
201
C: ZC3D2
Black Sabbath
Three Degrees
Island ILPS 9622 (El
WILD PLANET
THE GAME
EMI EMA 795
27
59:
21
C: ZC1-9622
Queen (Queen)
B 52's
C:TC EMA 795(E)
Charisma CDS 4019 IF)
Atlantic K 50736 (WJ
PETER GABRIEL
DRAMA
2212 Yes
60'
C: 7150015
C: K4 50736
Peter Gabriel (Steve Lillywhite)
A&MAMLH 68502 (Cl
OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR
BACK IN BLACK
Atlantic K 50735 (W)
61
23 11 AC/DC (Robert John Lange)
C: CAM 68502
Police (Police)
C:450735
K-Tel NE 1088 IK)
COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN
BREAKING
GLASS
A&MAMLH
64820(C)
62 e
24 ib Hazel O'Connor (Tony Visconti)
C' CE 2088
Jim Reeves
C: CAM 64820
DIANA
VIENNA
Motown STMA 8033(E)
Chrysalis CHR 1296(F)
25 is Diana RossiEdwards/Rodgers/Bernard Nile)
63 •
C: ZCHR1296
C: TC-STMA 8033
Ultravox (Conny Plank/Ultravox)
Chrysalis CDL 1297(F)
Chrysalis CHR 1302<F)
MICHAEL SCHENKER GROUP
; LIVING IN A FANTASY
64'
26" Michael Schenker Group
C: ZCDL1297
C; 2CHR1302
Leo Sayer (Alan Tarney)
AtlantidHansa BMTV 1 (Wl
A&MAMLH
64809
(CJ
THE
MAGIC
OF
BONEYM
20
ME
MYSELF
I
656
27
C: BMTV4/1
C; CAM-64809
Joari Armatrading (Richard Gottehrer)
Boney M (^ank Farian)
Jet JETLX 526(C)
SEARCHING
FORTHE
YOUNG
SOUL
REBELS
C:TCPCS7213
28 22 ,XANADU
66:
C: JETCX 526
Original Soundtrack
Dexy's Midnight Hunners (Pete Wingfield)
□ Parlophone PCS 7213(E)
Vertigo QUOTV 1 (F)
BAT
OUT
OF
HELL
Epic/Cleveland
Int.
EPC
82419IC)
26
TWELVE
GOLD
BARS
29
67
Meal Loaf (Todd Rundgren)
C: QUO MC 1
Status Quo (Pip Williams/Roger Glover/Status Quo)
C: 40.82419
Chrysalis CDL 1301 (F)
Polydor 2442 179(F)
A
CHANGE
OF
ADDRESS
30 " Shadows
C: ZCDL1301
68:
Jethro Tull
C:3184 147
Sire/Hansa SRK 6098 (W)
PIRANHAS
lsIandll.PS 9595(E)
31 « CLUES
C: SRC 6098
69
Robert Palmer
C; ZCI9595
Piranhas
Parlophone PCTC 258 (E)
McCartney ii
Epic EPC 83468 (CJ
3222 OFFTHEWALL
70
C: TC PC TC 258
Michael Jackson (Quincy Jones)
C; 40-83468
Paul McCartney (Paul McCartney)
Chrysalis CDL 1192(F)
PARALLEL LINES
FRESH FRUIT FOR ROTTING VEGETABLES
C:CBREDio
33 33 Dead
60
9
71
C: ZCDL1192
Kennedys
Cherry Red BRED 10 (SP)
Blondio
MCA MCF 3075 (0
WILD CAT
DUKE
Charisma CBR 101 (F)
34 38 Genesis
63
5
C:
72
(David Hentschol)
Tygers Of Pan Tang
C: CBRC 101
Atlantic K 50628 (W)
24
ONE-TRICK
PONY
Warner
Brothers
K
56846
(W)
HIGHWAY
TO
HELL
35
Paul Simon (Phil Ramone/Paul Simon)
73 53 11 AC/DC (Robert John Lange)
C: K4 50628
C: K4 56846
22
RCA
uL25298
(R)
GLASSHOUSES
SOMETIMES
WHEN
WE
TOUCH
SB
74 42 2 Cleo Laine/James Galway
Billy Joel (Phil Ramone)
C:RK 25296
Nems
BS
001
(SO)
DE BLANC
A&MAMLH 54792(C)
BLACK SABBATH LIVE AT LAST
37 34 REGGATTA
O
C: BST001
7543 " Black Sabbath (Black Sabbath)
Police (Police/Nigel Gray)
C: CAM 64792
DEEPEST
PURPLE
Harvest
EMTV
25
(El
38:
Deep Purple (Martin Birch)
C: TC-EMTC 25

T

* H
7" ENY 42
12" ENY 4212

(300,000 unfts as of Jan '79)
= GOLD LP
(100,000 units as of Jan '79)
= SILVER LP
□ (60,000
units as of Jan 79)
j = RE-ENTRY

^

ABBA
43
AC/DC
73
ARMATRADING. Joan 23, 56,27
BEAT
18
BENSON, George
17
B52's
59
BLACK SABBATH
68,75
BLONDIE
71
BONEY M
65
BOWIE,
David
12
BUSH.
CANT Kato
STOP THE MUSIC
—Soundtrack
53=
CRASH
COURSE
CRAWFORD.
Randy
148
DALTREY, Roger
40
DEAD
KENNEDYS
33
DEEP PURPLE
38
DEXY'
S MIDNIGHT RUNNERS.49
66
DR. HOOK
EMPIRES & DANCE
41
FAME—Soundtrack
44
FLEETWOOD MAC
51
GABRIEL Peter
60
GENESIS
34
GILLAN
39
I AM WOMAN
16
JACKSON,
Michael
32
JETHRO TULL
68
JOEL Billy
36
LAINE,
Cleo/James
Galway
74
MADNESS
526
MANILOW. Barry
MARLEY. Bob
50
MEAT LOAF
29
McCartney, Paul
70
McLEAN. Don
7
MICHAEL
SCHENKER
GROUP.
MORRISON, Van
53=26
MOUNTING EXCITEMENT 4
NUMAN, Gary
5
O'CONNOR, Hazel
24
OZZY OSBOURNE'S BUZZARD
OF OZZ
13
PALMER,
31
PIRANHASRobert
69
POLICE
37,61
QUEEN
21
REEVES, Jim
62
RICHARD, Cliff
3
ROLLING STONES
57
ROSEROYCE
45
ROSS,
Diana
25
ROXY MUSIC
11
SAXON
46
SAYER, Leo
64
SECRET AFFAIR
48
SHADOWS
30
SIMON, Paul
35
SKIDS
9
SKY
15
SPLIT ENZ
42
STATUS QUO
67
STIFF LITTLE FINGERS
12
THREE DEGREES
20
TYGERS OF PAN TANG
72
UB40
3
ULTRAVOX
63
WAYNE. Jeff
47
WILLIAMS, Don
55
YES
22
XANADU
28
XTC
19

DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A - Pye, C
— CBS, W - WEA, E - EMI, F Polygram, R - RCA, S - Selecta. 2
— Enterprise, K - K-Tel, L —
Lugtons, D — Arcade. B — Roncc.
M — Multiple Sound. Y — Relay, Q
— Charmdalc, SO — Stage One, SP
— Spartan.
MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE
COMPILED BY BMRB ON
RETURNS FROM A5D
CONVENTIONAL
RECORD
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH
OTHER THAN REGULAR SHOPS
AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT
INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs
RETAILING AT £2Z5 AND
UPWARDS.

AMIOO
WmWSINGLtWOM
SLATE
AVAILABLE ON 7"AND 12" DISC
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FLAT WANTED

DISCS

S. GOLD ft SONS (Records) LTD.,
BRITAIN'S NO. 1.
Complete manufacturers' catalogue in stock at all times
Top 75 albums, singles &■ tapes,
plus allT.V. product
Our prices — strict trade on orders over £100 value, otherwise 3%
handling charge. Free carriage on all orders above £100 UK
Mainland ex VAT. We also stock a large selection of accessories
e.g. 50 designs of T. Shirts; over 80 different sew on patches; 1"
Button Badges; 1 %" Fun Badges; 1" Crystal Badges; Two Tone &
Rock Badges (Circular & Rectangular); 9" Dia Target Patches; 10"
x 3" Rock Patches; Reflector Stickers; Plastic Pin-on Badges &
many others. Come in and see us or telephone for more
information. We offer a 24 hour service to the whole of the UK and
fast turnaround worldwide. If you want to increase your sales
expand into accessories.
REMEMBER THE NAME - YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT
S. GOLD & SONS (Records) LTD.. 777/779 High Road.
Leytonstone. London E.11 4QS Phone 01-558-2121/2. 24 hour
answering service 01-556-2429.

Wai'peRS Records bimifced
(Kholosalors 8 DlBtrlbntops)
IS-IS HQLLEN STREET LONDON • WIV 3AD
THE COMPLETE ONE-STOP
OFFERING
100%
fill
on
top
75
singles,
Tuesday morning chart
call albums,
out . and cossenes
j. 24 hour deGvery service, including Saturday mornings
4. Orders taken up until 6 p.m. on Fridays for Saturday morning deuvery.
5. Special offers every week.
THIS WEEK'S OFFERS INCLUDE:—
Blondio
Parallel lines
g-jjjj
Blondie
Eat to ihe beat
g-00
Selecter
Selecler
g-OO
Manhattan Ttartsfct
r?s™he1 i
f '??
SS-ATono-A-Max::!!::::: m. .s. .,ue;.V.V.;'.V.VV.Vo.Mi55pancai
Picture
Disc
....in the
.u U.S.A
11 o A
r? 75
Linda Ronstadt
Living
Contact Malcolm Sharp or John Sugar
on 01-734-6822 Telex No. Lasgo 8953053
RECORD & TAPE EXCHANGE
IPs, Tapes, Singles, Rarities Wanted
We pay 1p - C2.50 each CASH or EXCHANGE VALUE for LPs, Cassettes.
Singles (especially RARITIES).
All accepted in ANY condition - absolutely NONE refused!
Bring ANY quantity to one of our shops at
38 NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON W.11.
28 PEMBRIDQE ROAD. NOTTING HILL GATE. W.11.
90 QOLDHAWK ROAD, SHEPHERDS BUSH, W.12.
Send ANY Records/Cassettes by post with SAE for cash to Record & Tape
Exchange, 38 Notting Hill Gate, London W.11.
lOur price must be accepted — none returned once sent, SAE for estimate if
required! Large quantities collected in London area.
RARITIES are bought, sold and exchanged in our Deletions Dept.
UPSTAIRS at 38 Netting Hill Gate. W. 11.
AJ! shops are open daily lOamSpm. There are 1,000's of used records & tapes,
many below C1.00, singles from JOp.

$1%
4
SY

Ail enquiries; 01-727 3539

Sjles^
NOW
AVAILABLE
A complete range of
paraphernalial
(patches, badges, posters, etc.)
For more details contact
Michael Katzon
_ _ 01951-3179.
Summer catalogue of records
and tapes now ready.
Over 1 million records in stock.
Callers welcome;

ONLY 16p EACH
These are some examples from our BARGAIN CLEARANCE SALE NO. 2
2418 Cnic, My Forbidden Lover; 535 Eagles. Life in the fast lane; 2927 G Q.. Disco
oignts; 1077 Barrv Mamlow, I write the songs; 1105 Johnny Mathis & Denice
Williams, Too much too little too late; 1332 Pratt & McLain, Happy days; 2391
Secet Affair, Time for action; 3151 Patn Smith, Frederick
Over 150 different titles at 8p. 12p and 20p. Minimum o»der 1000 records.
Minimum
quantity
- 25.Send
MixedS.A.E.
hits £7forperlist.100Oldies
(only 4Unlimited.
different
per
100) VAT
extraofCanyO D.one5%titleExtra.
Deportment Y. 6/12 Stafford Street, St Georges. TELFORD. Shropshire. Tel
Telford 612244 617625/618264

OHLLUTS
mrnrndiiAL
25 Park Way,
Burnt Oak,
Edgware,
Middlesex.
Tel: 01-951-3177.
Telex: 266-393,

MERCHANDISING
MAD AUTUMN

USA
CONCERT
MERCHANDISE
T. SHIRTS
&
BASEBALL JERSEYS
• Imported directly from the
USA.
• Officially
merchandise.licensed tour
• Quality silk screened up lo
six colours.
• Over
40 designs
available,
including
Led Zeppelin,
Van
Halen, Black Sabbath.
AC/DC,
Greaiful+ Dead,
Lynyrd Skynyrd,
many
more.
Enquiries lo:
Tel;JET
0442-46514
LAG.
1 Stornoway,
Hemel Hornpstead
Herts HP2 8TB
SHAPED PIN BADGES
made to your design — minimum 250
Quick f> compentivo service Direct from major UK manulacturr-r.
Samples & prices sent on request.
PIN BADGE CO P.O. Box 22,
Banbury — Td: 029557321
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CLEARANCE SALE
Mods, Two Tone, Etc.
(baggedin I.OOO's)'
1" Badges4p
(bagged in 200's)
Stick on patches 5p
Ties 20p
(Silkscreen & plain mixed 100's)
(boxed in BO's)
Pop pub mirrors 30p
Mirror Badges 6p
(bagged in 200's)
Pork Pie hats 50p
(boxed in 50's)
Silk scarves 30p
(bagged in 100's)
Wool scarves 50p
(bagged in 50's)
1 %" badges 4p
(bagged in 1,000's)
Plus Many more lines.
Send SAE for full list to:
DYNAMIC MARKETING,
105 Dunstable Street,
Ampthill, Beds.
Agents & Wholesale enquiries welcomed.
TELEPHONE: (0525) 404529.

Showshirts
*Top quality, custom designed
'T' shins and swcaishiris
•Full range of promotional
iicms available
•Wriic or phone for full
colour leaflet and price list
659 Fulham Road SW6
01-731 5056/4986.

UNIDISK
"Cheaper than our rivals"
NEW RANGE OF T-SHIRTS,
BADGES. ENAMELS, PLASTICS,
CHRYSTALS, PATCHES. TIES.
Phone 02367-37362, or 041-339 3421,
or send lot tree list to:
UNIDISK
48a Braafaco Road, Cumbernauld,
Dunbartonahlro.

£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo LP's, 8-tracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid. No quantity is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or visit us for a generous cash
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road, Croydon, PA
19020, USA. Phone: 215-7851541 or Telex 843366.
Recstapes CRDN.

BY-PASS RECORDS
SELL COUNTRY
MUSIC
If you sell Country Music, you
need our latest list. Phone Ken.
Tel: 0563-36280.:, 27/29
Portland Street, K marnock,
Scotland.
ALL YOUR
SURPLUS
or
unwanted stock
(singles, LP's& tapes)
PURCHASED FOR
SPOT CASH
Call Jeff Nathan or
Jack Pearce on
01-951 3177
c^LLins
1J7TER^W3AL
CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP!
We Undersell All
Importers
See For Yourself
Send For Our Lists
TO-DAYI
GLOBAL RECORD SALES
3 Chepstow St.
Manchester
(061 236 5369)

YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL
MANAGER
of a major publishing operation
requires a room in a flat or
similar. Situated in central
London.
Contact:
Mike Frisoli on
01-499 0067
CATALOGUE

M
The master pop catalogue service B
for the UK music business.
|
The 1980 catalogue Out Now, is _
the largest over, listing 100,000 g
entries
of pop
singles, albums
and tapes.
Subscription
rate is 1
£50
including1980.
all supplements
to ■
December
Cpt out this ad.
and mail off with remittance to ■
MUSIC MASTER,
MUSIC
VHOUSE,
1 DE CHAM
AVENUE, _I
HASTINGS, SUSSEX.
■
BUSINESS
FOR SALE

MERCHANDISING
Top quality * Lowest prices
1" BUTTON BADGES
200 lines in stock * or your own design
quick service * no minimums
Crystal badges * s.m.i. patches
and Rock Prints
details * lists * contact * Cliff,
i

FOR SALE
In Developing Sussex Coastal
Resort:
RECORD SHOP with MODEL
& CRAFT SHOP.
Profitable combination yielding
£1,200+ p.w. T/0, overall
G.P. in excess of 32%. Clear
scope for further development.
Spacious, luxuriously fitted
shop in eye catching corner
position. 2nd floor not yet used.
Secure lease. Price £13,950,
BOX No.
MW 809

* 7 Fairview Drive Orpington Kent1
* 01-659-6488 *
MERCHANDISE MEANS
MISTER TEE ! ! !
MISTER TEE MEANS BUSINESS ! ! !
Mister Tee Promotions carry a huge range of Button Badges,
Crystal Badges, Enamel Badges, Patches, Plastic Cut Out
Badges and many more profitableTmes.
Dealing with Mister Tee makes sense and Money !!
Contact Mister Tee Today
Contact Terry Thomas at Mister Tee
66 Blackwell Street,
Enquiries from agents El- Kidderminster,
distributors, U.K.and
Worcestershire.
Overseas always welcome. Tel; 0562-515291.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT
nrnrarmm
THE
PRIME MANUFACTURERS
AND
WHOLESALERS
OF MERCHANDISE
QUALITY AND
WORN TO
OUR
BE WILD//
Individually packed
patches from only 25pl
Pre-packed arm-bands
from just 40pl
UNEQUALLED
Individually bagged Tee
RANGE
TrVESSENCE
and Sweatshirts from
C
BERKSHIRE MERCHANDISE
£1.531
H CENTRE
„
Plus a complete range of
Station Approach. Raadlng
punk and rock clolhtng.
E 6688607/582023
SCREEN-PRINTED T-SHIRTS
Choose Irom over 80 up to
Ihe minute designs ranging
nnnuHoxrfrom Led Zop to The Dead
Kennedys. All orders are
PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
deepalched (rom slock. No
•BADGES PLUS'
minimum order. We are
ENAMEL LAPEL
No. I (or quality: No. 1 inCUT-OUT SHAPED
slore packaging; No. 1 for
+
keen prices!
Telephone (0604) 38888
BUCKLES
now lor prices and
• JEWELLERY ETC.
details.
Belt-Up Promotions, Station
ACME
Ckiihinq
Company.
Approach.
Tweedy Road,
26-40Norlhamp'
El. And/ewfl
.on. bt,,
Bromley. Kent. Tel: 01464QQQR TrIox No. 896218.

RECORD STORE
FOR SALE
Prime site SW location approx
1200 Sq.Ft. secure lease, T/O
77.78 £201,000 current T/O
budgeted £250,000, price
includes fix & fittings
principles only. Offers in
region of £80,000 + S.A.V.
(approx £10,000).
Write to Box No. MW 805.
STUDIO
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS
4 super rehearsal studios with free
use
of 600W
1,000Wp.a.p.a.in medium
in 2 larger
studios,
and
400W p.a. in small studio. All studios
atandground
level
with
own
car
park
good access. Group rest room
with Hot & Cold drinks and snacks
machines,
and
radio. Ratesgames
frommachines,
£3.00 pert.v.hour.
Discounts for block bookings.
Backlino hire extra. Tol; 01-806
1121/1122 and 01-806 1825, 38-40
Upper Clapton Road, London E.5.

HOVERTISlNt
H"N
PH/f
01-836
1522
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ANNOUNCEMENT

POSITIONS

BELT-UP PROMOTIONS
(Revtam Ltd.)
are

We've just
lost the best

GOING TO CHURCH
PRODUCTION

Tel: 01-688 7269

Please note
our new address
ST. EDMUNDS CHURCH
CORNWALL ROAD,
CROYDON,
SURREY CRO 3RD,

Telex: 696218

* The best service in town *
'•'MIRACLES PERFORMED DAIL Y'"
MERCHANDISING TO THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
EQUIPMENT

Sales Manager

CONTROLLER
Due to rapid and dynamic expansion, we
require another pair of hands to help with
the day-to-day running of a very exciting
department. The position will entail
supplier contact, progress chasing, and
general administrative duties. Age 20-30
years (male or female) you will be energetic
and able to make a significant contribution
to this important position within our fast
growing record marketing company.
Salary negotiable.
Please write in confidence with brief details
of your qualifications and experience to
date or telephone: —
Miss G. Ingham,
Multiple Sound Distributors Ltd.,
79 Blythe Road.
London W14 0HP.
Tel: 01-602-3483

in the business!

If you think you can Ml
his shoes, contact us
immediately
'Phone 748 3140 and ask
for David Domleo.

P0
WILTON PACKAGING
POSTING
RECORDS?
ENVELOPES to post
records and
CARDBOARD BOXES to
hold LPs, Singles
and cassettes
COMPETITIVE PRICES
QUICK DELIVERY
Contact Barbara on 01-607-0041
2 RONALDS ROAD, LONDON N5 1XH

ISLANP
THIS MAN IS WAITING TO HEAR
SIRE, KOROVA AND REAL RECORDS
ON THE WIRELESS...

m

>

CLEAR P.V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000 £38.00 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of all items available.
^
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester), LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691

KEENPAC
^blylhene Sleeves and high quality
Polythene record carriers LP and
Sir
<gle size
Printed to your own design at
competitive prices
Why not let us quote NOW'
LEICESTER
80084 / 537806

DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
CLASSIFICATION OF
BTISTS. COMPOSERS, etc.
enquiries for samples
HUNT - LEIGH
fShowcard & Display I Co.,
U"- C 1A, Mrm:i W-'iks.
Bond Road, Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 3HG.
^ Tel: 01-640 7407/8

EXPERIENCED
SO ARE WE
RADIO AND T.V. PROMO PERSON REQUIRED FOR THESE LABELS.
IF YOU KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FRUGGING AND PLUGGING
PHONE 01-379 6363
yi

SALES AGENT
Calling on Record Stores, lean
Shops and Multlplee to carry
our fast-selling and proven
rangeIncluding
of Rock Merchandise
Tee and
Sweatshirts. Patches etc. Good
rate of commission
Telephone paid!
MICK WRIGHT
on (0604) 36888

a

RECORD BROWSERS
FOR SALE
Hold 400/500 LP's.
f 19.00 each or
£250.00 for all 15.
Tel: Brentwood
(0277) 224547

O

@1
PROMOTION
Newaggressive,
independent label
requires
working
hard
promotional staff for
base.
London
Experience essential.

POLYTHENE
RECORD CARRIERS
Printed to vow design front 1,000
upwatd -at competitive prices lie.
1,000RolandS.
bags for Ward
less than
3p each).
ILoutli)
Ltd.,
61 Mount
Pleasant.
Lines, LN11 9DW.Louth,
Tel: 105071606331

pvc ALBUM COVERS
Sizesaauae
7", LPPolythene
& DoubleLPLP.
Also 200
Covers.
For SERVICE, QUALITY & VALUE
Contact:
M & G Packaging Ltd., 53 Pav'ljo"
Drive, Loigh-onSoa, Essex. Tel.
0702 712381.

AGENTS REQUIRED
FOR HOT PROPERTY
LIMITED
Fast turnover line in quality t-shirts. Totally record retailer
orientated.
Areas required:
Surrey/Sussex/Kent
West Country
Dorset/ Hants/Wilts
Oxon/Berks/Bucks
Warwicks/Northants/ Leics
Derbys/Notts/Lines
Manchester/ Liverpool/ Lanes
Apply to Mike or Yvonne
Telephone 01-267 5131
DEAD BODIES NEED NOT APPLY

record company
STAFF
are M O" W itnokst MEMO Emp
Agy 734 5774-5

Apply to
BOX No. MW 810

MANAGER)
MANAGERESS
and
SALES ASSISTANT
Required for independent
record
shop
m
Gloucestershire. Experience
essential.
Please reply to
BOX NO. MW 807.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
SOUTH & WEST YORKS
WEST MIDLANDS
TYNE & WEAR
Folomark are looking for three go-ahead reps to join their
nationwide sales team. If you presently call on retailers In ihese
areas and would like to represent our successful product with a high
repeal factor, we can offer you excellent commission
remuneration.
Call Tony Kent on 01-263 2243

HOW MUSICALLY
CREATIVE ARE YOU?
We are looking for a very creative person who can
atlracl and motivate emerging talent for a new
publishing company which is being formed. If you
feel yon are the right person write in confidence with
full details (o
BOX No. MW 811

RECORD DEPARTMENT MANAGER
We need an experienced Manager/Manageress for our branch in
Warminster. Wilts. Excellent prospects and salary for the right
applicant. For full details contact Alan Tungate, William Power
(Electrical) Ltd.. 26 Three Horseshoes Mall, Warminster. Wilts.
BA12 9BT. Telephone: Warminster (0985) 215466.
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American
Commentary
Mistrust at talent debate...

Souplet leads Filipacchi

&

Goody latest.. .Stan Comyn
promoted.. .Emmett accused
NEW YORK: "Ninety per cent of the problems in this Industry are
because of the neurotic idiosyncracies of the people involved. There's
never going to be a 'we'. We're gladiators. We come here once a year
and smile at each other and talk about co-operation, but then we go
home and the rest of the year we f * * * each other."
Concert promoter/personal manager Bill Graham's comment
elicited about equal amounts of hissing and cheers from those
attending the recent Billboard international talent forum and in that
mixed response was an expression of frustration that pretty much
characterised the tone of the entire event.
A sense of mistrust was expressed both specifically — Premier
Talent's Frank Barsalona carefully worded a suggestion that perhaps
promoters should think twice about dealing with Jerry Weintraub's
Management 111 and RSO, which together bypassed local concerns
when the Bee Gees hit it big, ignoring those who'd helped when times
weren't so good — and more generally.
There were repeated accusations of bad faith
overcharging,under-paying, betrayal of loyalties, the same charges heard
year in and year out — along with renewed promises that everyone will
take more care in future dealings.
The litany of necessary changes, too, was familiar. How packages
will have to be stronger than ever because there is greater competition
for the ticket dollar, how the big acts will have to share bills and play
smaller halls for less money; and how the promoter will have to take
more of the burden of promotion in the old style of the word.
The necessity for such forums, and for the airing of grievances and
promises alike, is unquestionable. Hopefully, with each such
conference, we move a little closer to the promises, a little closer to
resolving old issues and tackling new ones.
Given the slate of the industry, however, perhaps the frequency of
the gatherings is overdone. The subjects often overlap, the
participants are generally the same, and of late the number of
absentees is very much on the rise. Consolidation may well be in
order.
By IRA MAYER
THE APPARENTLY interlocking Federal cases against George
Tucker (convicted counterfeiter now also found guilty of perjury and
obstruction of justice) and Sam Goody Inc. (East Coast retail chain
facing charges of dealing in counterfeit goods) continues to be
monitored most carefully inside the industry.
US district court judge Thomas C. Platt has ordered the RIAA to
turn over to the Goody defence its report on alleged counterfeiting
information. The RIAA will argue its case before an appeals court on
October 13, but Judge Platt is expected to ask the trade association
before then whether it will comply with his request in the event the
appeal court rules against the RIAA.
The RIAA says it will excise all names from the reports should it
have to turn over the material — which could start another whole
round of legal battles. It is believed that the reports detail how
counterfeit goods have entered the retail pipelines.
CASABLANCA HAS failed to obtain sought-after injunctions
against Donna Summer's releasing product through the new Warnerdistributed David Geffen label.
Casablanca, however, is still awaiting judgment of its contention
that the artist did not become a free agent as soon as Neil Bogart left
the label.
Also at issue is whether Summer still owes Casablanca two LPs. The
label says yes, but Summer's attorneys insist that the soundtrack
Thank God It's Friday and the On The Radio greatest hits package
fulfilled her product obligations.
STAN CORNYN, most dramatically known for his The Day Radio
Died NARM speech a few years ago, and that rarity of rarities —
industry philosopher based in, of all places, Burbank — has been
appointed to the newly created position of senior vice-president of the
records group of Warner Communications Inc.
His new duties will encompass planning, research and development
for the three WCI labels, for the WEA distribution wing, and for the
foreign records group, WEA International. He will also head a new
record/video unit for WCI.
ON A less happy note over at WCI, Jay Emmett, one of the three men
sharing the office of the president under corporation chairman Steven J.
Ross, was indicted on 17 counts of accepting bribes to divert illegally
corporate funds "in a pattern of racketeering" that involved the now
bankrupt Westchesler Premier Theatre, just outside New York.
Emmett denies ail charges and Ross issued a strong statement of
support for the executive.
WITH UNIVERSAL threatening to close down operations altogether
until the SAG/AFTRA/AFM strikes arc settled, Federal monitors are
trying to bring the two-month-old dispute to an end.
The last public offer by the producers on the all-important issue of
actors' shares in the home video market was 4.25 per cent of gross
revenues for all programmes produced originally for home video
markets, plus a contribution of gross revenues from pay TV for the
actors' health, welfare and pension funds, bringing the amount to five
percent.
Payments would begin after a programme exhibited for 13 days or
after one year. The SAG/AFTRA proposal called for total payments
of about 5.9 per cent to begin after nine exhibition days or one year.
To date, there is no word on what the AFM share would be.
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WEA's new video venture
From GERARD WOOG
PARIS: Nesuhi Ertegun and
Daniel
Filipacchi,
respectively president of
WEA International and
president of the Filipacchi
group of companies in
France, have concluded a
joint venture deal for the
manufacture
and
distribution of home video
entertainment.
The resulting company is called
Warner Filipacchi Video SA, and
former CBS France chief executive
Jacques Souplet has been appointed
president. Apart from the Warner
Bros film catalogue, the new
enterprise will also handle French
and other foreign repertoire.
The first video cassettes will be
available next month, and among
the initial movie issues will be All
The President's Men, Deliverance,
Rebel Without A Cause,
Woodstock, Klute, East Of Eden,
Summer Of '42, The Exorcist and
Blazing Saddles, plus a Charlie
Chaplin series and some cartoons,
including Bugs Bunny.
Distribution will be through WEA
Filipacchi Music for record retailers
and via the Warner Bros film office
for the cine-photo shops.
THE SUCCESS story of Ballade
Pour Adeline, Richard
Clayderman's international hit,
continues.
Clayderman's own disc tally is
eight million singles and LPs bearing
the title, released here by Delphine
Records, and there are now more
than 100 cover versions, which have

scored about 12 million sales.
Among them arc James Last
(2,500,000 sales worldwide) and
Anthony Ventura, a lop seller in
Germany.
Clayderman's own LP recently
shot back to No. 2 in the German
chart after 65 consecutive weeks
with a placing.
LES MISERABLES, the musical
based on the famous novel by Victor
Hugo, is due to be staged at Le
Palais des Sports from September 22
till December 14, directed by Robert
Hossein.
A massive advertising campaign
Dateline;
Paris
began last month, with 142 spots on
Europe No. I and 35 on RTL. There
is also widespread fly-posting in the
streets and posters in the Paris
Metro underground train system.
The show, with music by Claude
Michel Schoenberg and lyrics by
Alain Boublil and Jean Marc Natel,
has a cast of 60 actors and singers
and 48 musicians directed by Jean
Michel de Faye. Lead roles are being
taken by Rose Laurens, Maurice
Barrier, Jean Vallee, Yvan Dautin
and Marie France Roussel, with a
cast album coming from Trema
Records and material from the show
included in LPs by Michel Sardou,
Madleen Kane and Chantal Curtis.
JACQUES CHABIRON recently
resigned as international label
manager for Arabella Eurodisc for

personal reasons after three years of
specialising in the development of
international repertoire.
However, Chabiron has renewed a
link with Arabella in terms of
handling co-ordination for stage and
promotional activities for Angelo
Branduardi.
ANNOUNCING A substantial rise
in turnover for the company CBS
France president Alain Levy also
revealed that its operation is being
realigned.
Epic and A&M and other
associated labels will now be run
independently from the main CBS
line, with the CBS commercial
department being the only one
shared.
SHORTS; Among Polydor's
September releases are a double
album by Renaud, which is a live
recording of his stage show at
Bobino last March, LPs by Marie
Paule Belle, Maxime Le Forestier,
Serge Reggiani, Eticnne Chicot, and
Richard Seff, and one by Richard
Coccianle, who has just scored an
enormous hit with a song called
Coup De Soleil . . . new French
comic Roland Magdane has passed
the 350,000 sales mark on his debut
LP, distributed by WEA . . .
Phonogram artists with forthcoming
concert dates are Catherine Ribeiro
(October 14-25 at the Theatre de
Ville) and a new LP, Lalane at the
same venue between December 18
and 22, preceded by a new LP and a
tour through France from October
5, and Serge Gainsbourg is recording
the soundtrack of a new movie
called Je Vous Aime, for which he
duets vocally with Catherine
Deneuve.
Scan for

LJ
PARIS: Judy Mowatt, a member of Bob Marley's 1-Threes backing singers,
signs her Phonogram France, solo contract, watched by Tommy Cowan,
international manager of Marley's Tuff Gong Records, Phonogram
international manager Jean-Paul Commin (seated) and label manager JeanPierre Weiller. Judy's debut album Black Woman, will be released at the ena
of this month, together with a single entitled Slave Queen.

Norway
OSLO: A new music publishing
company called Scan has been
formed here as a joint venture
between Talent Music and Satril
Music of London.
It will be administered from the
Talent offices here, and its
directors are Arve Sigvaidsen and
Lars Borke of Talent and Satril
managing director Henry
Hadaway.
Scan will exploit UK, American
and other European material in
Scandinavia

Sarawak's busy festival schedule
VIDEO DISCS have added another
SINGAPORE: Leading nightclub DISCO IS alive and splashing —
headache among the problems
and recording artist Anita Sarawak literally — in this Republic today
confronting the Government
will be her country's first with the latest attraction in the string
censors, currently in the middle of
representative at the World Song of inexpensive disc-spinning discos.
an all-out effort to curb the
Festival in Seoul, South Korea, from It's a 100-pcrson capacity dance
distribution of pornographic video
November 21 to 24. The festival is floor in the middle of an Olympiccassettes.
sized
swimming
pool.
expected to attract participants from
over 20 countries.
The disc version found its way in
The 40-squarc metre floating
Anita will represent Singapore
here after an audio exhibition in
floor, believed to be this
with Take What You Find, an dance
July, with several sets being sold to
first, has been launched at
original composition published by region's
visitors during the event.
Big Splash, a spacious outdoor
EMI Music Publishing (London), the
facility 15 minutes' drive
which she introduced in her recent swimming
At present, it is impossible for the
from the city centre.
self-titled international debut album
Board of Film Censors to edit or
(Music Week August 9).
erase any objectionable portion of
Linked to the poolsidc by a
She will also be attending the gangway, the stage can also be used
the discs as it can with video tapes.
Yamaha Music Festival to be held in
Although distributors of video discs,
for fashion shows, and is supported
Tokyo from November 14 to 16, in
like their cassette counterparts, arcby linked pieces of plyfoam lopped
which she will present an original
with marine plywood and a layer of required by law to submit material
composition in English.
for censorship before marketing, no
aluminium.
Anita is scheduled to appear in the
disc has yet been received by the
The floor has been canopied for
TBS variety special on Japanese TV,
Board for consideration.
shade and lifeguards will be in
which starts taping on October 28.
Another TV slot is also set with a attendance for dancing sessions. The
It is believed that, even if a video
Frankfurt station from December 10 idea was conceived by Big Splash
disc was submitted, the censors
to 13, following the recording of a
manager Anthony Wee, who is
would be unable to view it because
new single in Dusseldorf from
considering doubling the size of the
they do not possess the requisite
October 1 to 11.
facility if it proves popular.
playback machine.
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An importer's view of imports
FOR THE past six months, I
have sat back quietly and let
the problems and queries of
the import question go
mthout comment, but recent
articles in your magazine
have prompted me to write
and present some alternative
viewpoints.
First, I am constantly irritated by
the assumption on the part of certain
manufacturers that European and
American pressings are
"undoubtedly inferior" to British.
Without arguing the quality point, it
is a fact that some major
manufacturers have, in the past,
brought in European pressings when
they have been unable to satisfy the
demand for a new release.
These records are supplied at full
dealer price and without an
explanation to the shops. Are we
then to assume that they are selling
inferior pressings at full price, or are
their imports somehow superior in
quality?
The same applies to companies
which actually run their own import
departments. It seems to me they
would like all imports other than
their own to be bad.
Secondly, the manufacturers have

Grand Prix
AS THE heavy metal bandwagon
trundles on relentlessly, it seems that
the current market is showing no
signs of flagging — with punters
eagerly snapping up both new
band's product and old re-releases.
With its new signing, Grand Prix,
RCA must feel that it has a good
chance sharing in many of those
sales. At the Marquee last week the
band were already acting as if they
were at the Hammersmith Odeon, or
some such gig, going through all the
heavy metal actions, poses and
cliches. Original, they are not,
although the band draw on more
American influences than most of
their English counterparts.
But Canadian singer Bernie Shaw

chosen to blame their slump in sales
and profitability largely on imports.
But five years working for a major
manufacturer gave me some insight
into the enormous capacity for
inefficiency in a large company.
Over-staffing, overspending on
band advances, "business lunches"
and "perks" must account for some
lack of profit in hard times.
Beat this!
BEAT THIS! We recently ordered
one copy of EMI's SHVL 815.
Guess how many they delivered?
Yes, 815 copies!
Or can anyone else do better?
JOHN SUTTON, Sutton's Music
Centre, Blue Boar Row, Salisbury,
Wilts.
What the industry needs is a new
sound, a new "buzz", something to
make people want to go out and buy
records rather than having to rely
on impulse purchases. J can
remember a lime when the company
which got the record on the shelf
first won the sale — not who could
offer 50p off!
If the position has changed and
money is now the crucial factor,
then surely full price imports would

has a fine voice, strong and
powerful, coming over particularly
well on the forthcoming single
Thinking Of You and the thundering
R&B-based encore Feels Good —
the only time the heat really rose at
the gig.
Grand Prix could break, and
could break internationally as well
as in this country. Sometimes the
playing was a little sloppy and will
have to be tightened up if they want
to succeed in playing larger halls.
And if today's punters don't start
crying out for something more
original than somewhat hackneyed
riffs and lyrics the chances of this
band are good.
SIMON HILLS

midem

Fly the Mag
to Nice
for

£130

Full details in
MUSIC WEEK
next week.

not be so popular — if the product
was available people would buy
whatever the price.
Now, believe it or not, I would
like to mention some positively good
aspects of imports. While the BPI
has been trying for years to stop the
flow of counterfeit LPs, they have
never really succeeded. However,
because of the price of imports,
counterfeiting is no longer as viable
and there are certainly less of them
about these days.
The price of imports also helps to
keep people in the habit of buying
records while there is a lack of
exciting material about. Obviously
the foreign parent companies prefer
to see imports sold in the UK rather
than counterfeits or nothing at all,
as they have made no attempt to
slop goods coming into the UK.
Finally, I must point out that I use
the term "major manufacturer"
very loosely in my accusations.
While many are guilty, some have
certainly realized that the problems
lie within their own organisation and
have been quick to take the
appropriate steps in the form of
staffing and price cuts, rather than
passing the buck.
P. H. FELDMAN, managing
director, Simons Records Ltd,
Barking Road, London E6.

Shirley Bassey
IT COMES as some surprise to learn
that Shirley Bassey after 24 years as
a recording artist is currently free of
all recording commitments. In fact,
her reference to United Artists, her
record company for the last 14
years, was somewhat less than
complimentary.
Ms Bassey was singing at the
newly-opened Apollo Victoria
Theatre and it was a typical Bassey
performance containing all her
greatest qualities — a still-strong
voice, pathos and a sense of theatre,
plus, of course, glamour.
She avoided her hits, of which she
has had many during the last two
decades, and concentrated on her
versions of more contemporary
songs like Joel's Just The Way You
Are and Diamond's Stargazer.
Personal anthems like This Is My
Life, Something and If I Never Sing
Another Song, are still great
showstoppers and there are
moments when the sheer magic of
Bassey shows through untainted, as
in the moving Natalie or the
exhuberant He Needs Me.
CHRIS WHITE
Gary Numan
WITH HIS latest vinyl offering,
Telekon, high in the charts, Beggars
Banquet artist Gary Numan is riding
on the crest of a wave.
While his albums tend to the
clinical, the music retains a certain
mystery. Sure, he draws on a
number of influences, not least a
certain David Bowie, but the results
are a very individualistic musical
form. On video too, the act retains
character and WEA's new
videocassetle of Numan should sell
well.
But live on stage — at least at
Hammersmith Odeon last week —
Numan's performance was boring,
flat and characterless. To say it
lacked balls is being kind. It just
lacked. Numan has announced that
this tour will be his last live dales for
some time, since he plans to
concentrate on other art forms. A
wise decision.
JIM EVANS

mm
THANKS TO the new plan to give recording artists an old age
pension, announced by EMI last week, we now have an official
definition of a pop star as approved by the Inland Revenue — it
is apparently someone who has had at least one single in the Top
10 . . . the scheme allows for a proportion of earnings to be
"sheltered" from lax in a star's early years for use as income
after retirement; and the Inland Revenue has also agreed that
pop stars may "retire" at age 40 or later ... it is seen by EMI as
an added inducement for artists to sign with the company,
although business affairs director Guy Marriot, who is also on
the board of the Jersey-based European Services Group which
administers the scheme, admits that non-EMI artists could join
... it is an admirable idea and, as Bhaskar Menon points out,
"this enlightened approach to the earnings of our artists by the
taxman will certainly make Britain a more attractive country of
residence for successful musicians".
THE DEPARTURE of Louis Benjamin from the chairmanship
of Pye (PRT) Records is indeed the end of an era in this year
which has seen many changes in Britain's traditional record
companies, but he is presumably happy now to be able to spend
more time working on his theatrical ventures which have been
taking more and more of his time in recent years . . . Motown
may be making changes in its European licensing arrangements
this year, but its contract with the UK company is assured until at
least September next year . . . Ex-WEA promo man Stuart
Hornall and A & M promo manager Alan McGhee are behind a
new company, Sham Tracking, logging every pop record track
played on Radio 1 and Capital . . . Thanks to repeated play by
Terry Wogan on his Radio 2 morning show, a 1933 recording of
When The Lighthouse Shines Across The Bay by Conrad Veldt is
being released by HMV to satisfy public demand . . . With
revival of Pal Joey joining Oklahoma! and The King And I this
week, Chappell has a hat-trick of Richard Rodgers musicals in
the West End.
BEGGARS BANQUET'S promo people thought they were being
clever when they sent out pre-release cassettes of Colin
Newman's cassette called A to Z packed inside a copy of the
London A to Z street guide, but when HMV Shops received one
they immediately dunked it in a bucket of water — turns out the
IRA bombers used A to Z guides to disguise their letter bombs
. . . Sue Wilkinson has lots of songs in a different vein to her
recent Hustler hit and interested artists can call her direct on 01
723 3860. . . Highlight of the PolyGram conference was surprise
appearance by Andrew Sachs in Manuel guise berating Ramon
Lopez: "We are in England now, you please speak English" . . .
No recording deal yet set for Andrew Lloyd Webber's next
musical, Cats, with lyrics taken from T.S. Elliot's famous Old
Possum poems, due for West End staging next April . . .
According to Ian Dury, quoted in London Evening News,
records should be sold at half the price they are now — wonder if
he would be prepared to take a royalty cut to make that happen?

WYND-UP RECORDS
&
ACCESSORIES DIVISION
Dear Dealer
We invite you to visit any of our product
presentation venues as detailed below
NEWCASTLE
Gosforth Park Hotel Wed 1 Oct
rsi
Aorsm/i/
GLASGOW
Thurs 2 Oct
Albany Hotel
LEEDS
Mon 6 Oct
Queens Hotel
MANCHESTER
Piccadilly Hotel
Wed 8 Oct
BIRMINGHAM
Albany Hotel
Tues 14 Oct
LONDON
Kensington
Town
Thurs 16 Oct
Ken
Hall
and Fri 17 Oct

IZnoon-IOpm
12noon-10pm
12noon-10pm
12noon-10pm
12noon-10pm
12noon-10pm
10am-9.30pm

Wynd-Up 14 Birch Lane, Longsight,
Manchester.
Tel: 061-224 2823.
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(that's69,164 more than SOUNDS)*
(that's103,094 more than MM)*

LATESTAWEHmiNG NSWS
Not only does NME reach more record buyers than any
of our competitors, but it also reaches them at less cost.
If NME is not the mainstay of your advertising schedule,
you are neither spending your money effectively nor
doing the best for your artistes.

OUTSELLING EVERYBODY
AND THE BEST ADVERTISING BUY!
MAKE SURE YOU ARE PART OF IT!

For further information and details of the
music press cost cutting combination plan
ring Percy Dickins or Peter Rhodes
01-261 6251
* ABC circulation figures Jan-June 1980
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